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Preface to ”Development of Sustainable Energy:

Generation Technologies and Concepts”

The lack of access to energy supplies and transformation systems is a constraint to human

and economic development. Achieving solutions to environmental problems that we face requires

long-term potential actions for sustainable development. Sustainable energy generation should be

widely encouraged, as it does not cause any harm to the environment and is widely available free

of cost. Harnessing renewable energy resources appears to be one of the most efficient and effective

solutions. Renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, geothermal, hydropower, biomass, and

marine energy are at the centre of the transition to less carbon-intensive and more sustainable energy

systems. The use of renewable energy through improved technologies and concepts is, therefore,

expected to play a major role in the future of sustainable energy generation. Energy is central to nearly

every major challenge and opportunity the world faces today. Be it for jobs, security, climate change,

food production, or increasing incomes, access to energy for all is essential. The adoption of the

new United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 marked a new level of political

recognition of the importance of energy for development. For the first time, this included a target

to ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable, and modern energy for all—collectively known

as Sustainable Development Goal 7, or SDG 7. The aim is to enhance international cooperation by

2030 to facilitate access to clean energy research and technology, including renewable energy, energy

efficiency, and advanced and cleaner fossil-fuel technology, and to promote investment in energy

infrastructure and clean energy technology. The challenge is, however, far from being solved, and

there needs to be more access to clean fuel and technology. Furthermore, more progress needs to

be made regarding the integration of sustainable energy into end-use applications in sectors such as

building, transport, and industry. This edition of the Energies journal addresses the barriers and

challenges facing sustainable energy generation for future energy technologies and concepts and

highlights potential solutions that should lead to sustainable development.

Mehreen Saleem Gul, Eulalia Jadraque Gago, Tariq Muneer

Editors
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The Role of Low-Load Diesel in Improved Renewable
Hosting Capacity within Isolated Power Systems
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Abstract: Isolated communities are progressively integrating renewable generation to reduce the
societal, economic and ecological cost of diesel generation. Unfortunately, as renewable penetration
and load variability increase, systems require greater diesel generation reserves, constraining
renewable utilisation. Improved diesel generator flexibility can reduce the requirement for diesel
reserves, allowing increased renewable hosting. Regrettably, it is uncommon for utilities to modify
diesel generator control during the integration of renewable source generation. Identifying diesel
generator flexibility and co-ordination as an essential component to optimising system hosting
capacity, this paper investigates improved diesel generator flexibility and coordination via low-load
diesel application. Case study comparisons for both high- and low-penetration hybrid diesel power
systems are presented in King Island, Australia, and Moloka‘i, Hawai‘i, respectively. For King Island,
the approach details a 50% reduction in storage requirement, while for Moloka‘i the application
supports a 27% increase in renewable hosting capacity.

Keywords: battery storage; hybrid power system; low-load diesel; microgrid; remote area

1. Introduction

Isolated power systems (IPSs) have historically relied on diesel generation given the accessibility,
reliability and maintainability of the technology. More recently IPSs have started to integrate renewable
generation, as awareness of the economic and environmental impacts of diesel generation have become
known [1,2]. Wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) represent the two most common renewable technologies
employed to reduce diesel consumption, however, both are stochastic, and unable to eliminate diesel
generation entirely [3,4]. To eliminate diesel generation, enabling technologies such as energy storage
are required. Unfortunately, storage is currently expensive and complex, making it unsuited for the
majority of IPSs [5,6]. In response, a number of IPSs with improved generation and load control
have been created to mitigate the need for storage [7–9]. To this end, this paper assesses the role of
low-load diesel within two innovative case studies, King Island, Tasmania, a high-penetration wind
IPS, and the island of Moloka‘i, Hawai‘i, a low-penetration solar PV IPS with ambitious near-term
renewable targets. The novelty of this paper lies in identifying alternative approaches to energy storage
integration, validating this approach via case study review within both wind- and solar-dominated
IPSs. The case studies selected, Moloka‘i Hawai‘I, and King Island, Tasmania, Australia, represent the
current best practice for renewable integration, Figure 1.

Owing to their small size, high diesel fuel cost and resilient communities, islanded IPSs are some
of the earliest adopters of renewable generation technologies [10]. King Island is a case in point,
representing one of the world’s first megawatt-scale highly renewable penetration power systems.
Early adopters, such as King Island, have an important role to play in the adoption, testing and
commercialisation of renewable generation and enabling technologies. The challenge in leveraging

Energies 2020, 13, 4053; doi:10.3390/en13164053 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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and redeploying experiences, such as those obtained on King Island, has always been how to scale
these approaches for larger markets while consolidating capital cost [11].

 
Figure 1. King Island isolated power system schematic, left hashed, and Moloka‘i isolated power
system schematic, right hashed.

Larger systems are generally slower to reach high renewable penetrations, owing to the large
capacity of renewable generation required. In this regard, the lessons learnt from IPSs can both
accelerate and derisk renewable integration in larger markets. The island of Moloka‘i, Hawai‘i
represents one such case study. Larger than King Island, and reliant on residential solar PV instead
of wind, the island is looking to scale existing high renewable penetration experience, leveraging
technologies such as those deployed on King Island to meet local targets for 100% renewable generation.
In reviewing the technology options available to Moloka‘i, this paper presents a general introduction
to the legacy technology progression within Hawai‘i and Australia in Section 1.1, ahead of a case
study review in Sections 1.2 and 1.3. The paper’s modelling methodology, results, and conclusions are
presented in Sections 2–4, respectively.

1.1. The Technology Legacy of Hawaiian and Australian Isolated Power Systems.

Wind was first pioneered in Hawai‘i as part of the US Department of Energy’s federal wind
program. Administered by NASA, the program targeted the realisation of a sub 5 c/kWh levelized
energy cost. This pioneering experience was quickly followed by multiple wind turbine developments
across the islands of O‘ahu, Maui, Hawai‘i and Moloka‘i, Table 1. For most of the 1980s, Hawai‘i led
global wind technology development, hosting the world’s largest wind turbine, the Boeing Mod-5B,
a 3.2 MW twin blade turbine presenting an impressive 97 m diameter rotor. The heyday of Hawaiian
wind development, unfortunately, came to an end shortly afterwards, signaling a loss in social license
for wind development across the islands [12]. In stark contrast, Hawai‘i has enthusiastically embraced
solar PV, supported by attractive resource and net energy metering policy (2001–2015). Perhaps most
importantly for Hawai‘i, solar PV has also proven to be highly modular and scalable, placing the
technology within community reach. Hawai‘i currently generates approximately 11.2% of its load via
combined centralised and distributed solar PV schemes [12]. This compares favourably to Australian
and US averages of 5.2% and 2.3%, respectively [13,14]. The uptake has been so successful that,
for many of the Hawaiian Islands, the adoption of solar PV has reached, or is rapidly approaching,
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the system’s hosting capacity. Moloka‘i is a case in point, exhibiting instantaneous midday solar
penetrations exceeding 75%, despite a relatively low annual penetration of below 14%.

Table 1. Hawai‘i wind power developments 1980–2020.

Name Commissioned Decommissioned Location Capacity Turbine

Kahuku 1980 1982 O‘ahu 200 kW MOD-0A 200 kW
Kahua 1983 1992 Hawai‘i 3.4 MW Jacobs 17.5 kW

Windane 1984 1991 Maui 340 kW Windane-31
Kahuku 1985 1996 O‘ahu 9 MW Westinghouse 600 kW
Lalamilo 1985 2010 Hawai‘i 2.3 MW Jacobs 17.5/20 kW
Kahuku 1987 1993 O‘ahu 3.2 MW MOD-5A 3200 kW
Kama’oa 1987 2006 Hawai‘i 9 MW Mitsubishi 250 kW
Moloka‘i 1991 1997 Moloka‘i 300 kW Vestas V20

Hawi 2006 ongoing Hawai‘i 10.56 MW Vestas V47 600 kW
Kaheawa 2006 ongoing Maui 30 MW GE 1.5 MW

Pakini 2007 ongoing Hawai‘i 20.5 MW GE 1.5 MW
Pakini Nui 2007 ongoing Hawai‘i 20.5 MW GE 1.5 MW

Kahuku 2011 ongoing O‘ahu 30 MW Clipper 2.5 MW
Kaheawa II 2012 ongoing Maui 21 MW GE 1.5 MW

Auwahi 2012 ongoing Maui 21 MW Siemens 2.1 MW
Kawailoa 2012 ongoing O‘ahu 69 MW Siemens 2.3 MW

Effective in displacing diesel generation, however in general, their performance offered poor
reliability and reliance [15]. While early Australian trials were not to the extent of the Hawaiian research,
they ushered in Australia’s first wind farm at Salmon Beach, Western Australia (1987), and then a
second at Huxley Hill, King Island, Tasmania (1998). In contrast to the Hawaiian experience, Australia’s
slow uptake found roots, with wind technology transitioning to broader network application. Tasmania
currently generates approximately 9.7% of its total load via wind generation, ahead of the Australian
and US national averages of 7.1% and 6.5%, respectively [13,14]. In contrast, 4.9% of Hawai‘i’s energy
is wind derived, despite modern wind projects realising the 5 c/kWh price point originally envisaged
by the US department of energy [16]. For reference, Hawai‘i’s energy tariffs currently exceed 28 c/kWh
across most islands.

Australia also adopted wind turbine technology during the 1980s, wind representing the only
viable renewable technology of the era. The best of these early wind turbines proved to be cost

In this regard, our two case studies (Table 2) are representative of broader regional preferences,
with Moloka‘i a solar-dominated decentralised IPS and King Island a wind-dominated centralised IPS.

Table 2. Island power systems case study metrics.

King Island Renewable Energy
Integration Project

Moloka‘i Secure
Renewable Microgrid

Developer/Owner Hydro Tasmania Maui Electric Company
Peak Load (MW) 2.5 5

Average Load (MW) 1.4 3.7
Annual Generation (GWh p.a.) 12 32

Population 1600 8000
Annual Tourist Numbers p.a. 7000 80,000
Distance to major port (km) 250 40

Diesel Capacity (MW) 6 13
Wind Capacity (MW) 2.25 0

Solar PV Capacity (MW) 0.8 3
BESS Capacity (MW/MWh) 3/1.5 1/0.397

Flywheel System Yes No
Renewable Energy Penetration (% p.a.) 65% 13%

Development Period 1998–2015 2009–ongoing
Utility inter-island connection (cable) No No
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1.2. King Island

Hydro Tasmania initially hybridised the King Island IPS to explore wind technologies in the late
1990s, with the system subsequently expanded via the integration of solar PV, batteries and flywheel
technologies. This section considers the King Island experience, in particular efforts to reduce the cost
and complexity of many of the developed applications.

Situated between Victoria and Tasmania, Australia, King Island is located within the strategic
shipping channel of Bass Strait. The wind resource on King Island, averaging 9.0 m/s at 60 m elevation,
is now employed to power King Island’s IPS. Over 50% of King Island’s annual demand is met via the
2.45 MW of installed wind capacity. The remainder of King Island generation consists of 0.8 MW of
uncontrolled residential solar PV and 7.2 MW of diesel generation, Table 3 [17]. Annual renewable
generation, wind and solar combined, contributed over 60% of the islands load last year, Figure 2,
with the system running diesel off for 20% of the year. To support system security a range of enabling
technologies are employed on King Island, including a 3 MW, 1.5 MWh advanced lead acid battery
energy storage system (BESS), a 2 MVA diesel coupled flywheel energy storage system, 0.1 MW of
residential demand side management and a 1.5 MW resistive dump load. The King Island IPS is
managed by an automated IPS controller, allowing the system to operate unattended.

Table 3. King Island Currie Power Station generation.

Unit Generator Governor MW RPM Cylinders Age (Yrs)

G01 Caterpillar 3516B CAT ADEM, Woodward AGLC 1.6 1500 16 12
G02 Caterpillar 3516B CAT ADEM, Woodward AGLC 1.6 1500 16 12
G03 Caterpillar 3516B CAT ADEM, Woodward AGLC 1.6 1500 16 22
G04 Caterpillar 3516B CAT ADEM, Woodward AGLC 1.2 1500 16 34
G05 MTU S4000 ComAp InteliSys 1.2 1500 16 2

Figure 2. King Island isolated power system performance from 1999 to 2019.

The dispatch strategy adopted on King Island targets the maximum utilisation of the available
wind generation. Solar PV generation is not a large determinant within the control methodology, as the
utility has no visibility or control of this component of the system. Instead, dispatchable generation
is scheduled to respond to load and resource variability. The diesel dispatch strategy progressively
adds diesel capacity interchangeably, with the exception that the first diesel on and the last diesel off is
the MTU low-load unit. In contrast the CAT engines, which adopt a 40% low-load limit, the MTU is
warranted to 10% loading, assisting renewable penetration under high wind contribution.

Huxley Hill wind farm was commissioned in 1998, initially consisting of three Nordex N29 wind
turbines (0.75 MW total). Huxley Hill wind farm initially reduced diesel consumption by one fifth.
Encouraged, Hydro Tasmania integrated additional renewable capacity in 2004, adding two Vestas V52
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turbines (1.7 MW total). In support, a 200 kW, 800 kWh vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) was also
integrated the same year. The VRB uses aqueous vanadium electrolytes separated by a proton exchange
membrane. Ion exchange provides an energy storage concept offering long service life and tolerance to
high cycle rates and depths of discharge. Unfortunately, the flow battery proved complex and difficult
to maintain. The failure of the VRB electrolyte containment resulted in the decommissioning of the
battery shortly after installation. Without storage, system operation required the set point control of
the wind production (renewable spillage) to ensure system security. Despite the failure of the VRB,
renewable penetration exceeded one third of the system load, with King Island able to demonstrate
medium levels of renewable penetration from 2005.

This milestone signified an important achievement for renewable integration within Australia.
Leveraging this experience, Hydro Tasmania then embarked on a period of research and development
encompassed by the King Island renewable integration program. King Island allowed Hydro Tasmania
to assess a range of emergent renewable technologies, including, solar photovoltaics (2008), concentrated
solar thermal (2009), flywheel energy storage (2011), biodiesel (2012), residential load shedding (2012),
battery storage (2014), low-load diesel (2015) and wave generation (2020). The King Island renewable
integration program is primarily responsible for the current system performance, exceeding 60%
penetration. The technology successes and failures observed across this period remain relevant to a range
of current applications and markets, including both isolated and networked power systems globally.
Of the technologies to fail, both the concentrated solar thermal and dual axis solar PV systems were early
casualties. The solar PV tracking failed due to repeat failures within the hydraulic tracking mechanism,
and despite the solar PV panels being unaffected, remediation costs have prevented system reinstatement.
In contrast, the concentrated solar thermal project, envisaged to consist of six 19T elevated graphite solar
storage receivers, was never implemented. Ironically, the dynamic resistive heating element, developed
as a complementary heating source has evolved into a flexible enabling technology in its own right.
During the testing of the resistive load, it became clear that the fast and accurate response provided value
as a dispatchable load, specifically offering fast frequency raise reserve. The adoption of a resistive dump
load allowed Hydro Tasmania to operate wind generation unconstrained, providing improved system
inertia and capacity firming. The resistive dump load provides capacity firming via either dispatch or
the withdrawal of the load in a fraction of a second, as required to smooth the accompanying wind
generation. In this manner, the resistive load contributes to frequency regulation, lowering the reserve
requirements, and reducing diesel consumption and maintenance. The role of the resistor is illustrated in
Figure 3, where control transfers between the battery, resistor and diesel generation. The plot shows a
transition from battery charging (hour 1), to discharging (hour 3). The system load dips mid-plot, during
which the resistive load is used to spill surplus renewable generation. As the load increases, the battery
resumes control, injecting energy until a drop in wind production triggers a diesel start (hour 4). Prior to
this, the system was running diesel off.

The transient response of the BESS and resistive load is further illustrated in Figure 4, inclusive of
flywheel energy exchange. The plot covers a two-minute interval of steady system load, approximating
1.7 MW. A rapid drop in wind generation (t = 20 s) requires inertia support from the flywheel and
a discontinuation of resistive spill. The battery responds to inject energy shortly after, allowing the
flywheel to resume 50 Hz operation. Had the battery state of the charge been insufficient, the flywheel
would have coupled to a paired diesel engine, performing a diesel fast start via the integrated
mechanical clutch. In this instance the combination of the battery, resistor and flywheel mitigated
the need to bring diesel generation online. The flywheel technology consists of two 12 T horizontal
steel flywheels, each coupled to a 1 MVA diesel generator. These engines are not used outside of
the provision of fast start diesel response, given the large mechanical loads and reduced service life
imposed during the engagement of the mechanical clutch. The role of the flywheel within the King
Island IPS is to provide inertia and a fast-start diesel contingency to both dampen and respond to
variable renewable output. The fast start diesel response occurs over a few seconds, with the load
transferred to the conventional diesel assets as they are brought online over a matter of minutes.
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The coupling of the flywheel to a diesel engine provides a system response extending beyond the 30 s of
inertia available from the two flywheels. During diesel off operation, both flywheels will be operational.
At other times of high renewable penetration, a single flywheel will typically be operational. Under
medium or low renewable penetration, the flywheels are turned off to reduce the ~60 kW of parasitic
load required to keep each unit spinning.

Figure 3. King Island generation showing system transition between wind (light blue), battery (light
green), resistor (dark green, 1–3 h) and diesel (dark blue, post 4 h) isochronous control.

Figure 4. King Island flywheel (purple) response to rapid loss of wind generation (light blue), supporting
battery response (light green) and ride through.

To allow for extended diesel off operation, a 3 MW, 1.5 MWh advanced lead acid BESS was
integrated in 2014. The battery extended the time for which the system could remain diesel off,
having accumulated over 12,000 h of diesel off operation to date. A typical daily load and generation
profile is shown in Figure 5, with the twin peak load profile evident. The plot shows a five-hour
diesel off period from midday, as the afternoon sea breeze produces surplus renewable generation.
Throughout this period, the battery transitions from an energy source (hours 9–10) to a sink (hours
10–11), until the resistor is deployed to spill surplus renewable (hours 11–1). As the afternoon load
peaks, diesel generation is again brought back online. The battery charges into the evening, indicating
the inability of diesel generation to reduce its output below its operational low-load limit. The role of
low-load diesel within the King Island power system is to reduce the occurrence of excess renewable
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generation. This is achieved by permitting the low-load diesel unit to run down to 10% of its rated
capacity during periods of high wind generation.

Figure 5. Twenty-four hours of King Island generation, showing diesel off operation as the afternoon
sea breeze comes on.

1.3. Moloka‘i Hawai‘i

Maui Electric Company (MECO) have established a target for Moloka‘i to achieve 100% renewable
energy (RE) by 2020 [18]. In doing so, Moloka‘i will be the first Hawai‘i island to reach this milestone,
setting a roadmap for the other islands of Hawai‘i and US states to follow. This section considers to
what role coordinated generation can be utilised in support of these goals. Modified diesel application
is assessed via simulation of a low-load diesel operating scenario. This paper addresses operational
dependencies between generation, load and storage, quantifying to what extent generation and load
flexibility can provide improved near-term renewable hosting capacity.

The island of Moloka‘i is located centrally within the Hawaiian archipelago, between the larger
islands of O‘ahu, to the west, and Maui, to the East. Approximately 90 km east of Honolulu, the coastal
proximity to both O‘ahu and Maui is under 40 km. The island’s population is approximately 8000,
of which around 40% assert native Hawaiian ancestry. Tourism, cattle, and diversified agriculture
represent the island’s major economies. The electrical demand on Moloka‘i peaks at around 4500 kW,
presenting the typical twin peak profile common to many island communities, Figure 6. Notably,
in recent years, the increase in the capacity of residential solar PV has had a notably depressed midday
load. It is also interesting to note the absence, for the time being, of centralised utility renewable
development on the island, in part due to strong local opposition to large-scale development, viewed
as incompatible with local customs and culture [12].

Blessed with abundant wind and solar resources, it is somewhat surprising to note the absence
of centralised renewable generation on Moloka‘i. The scenario is even more surprising considering
MECO’s early exposure to renewable generation. Unfortunately, the failure of these early projects
to be inclusive of community concerns, combined with disinterest from MECO to own and operate
renewable assets, have reduced the investment in centralised generation. In contrast, since 2009,
the installed capacity of uncontrolled (unable to receive a utility set point) residential solar PV has
increased markedly on Moloka‘i, so much so that from 2015 to 2018 further solar PV interconnection
was restricted, with the system’s hosting capacity for uncontrolled solar PV saturated. Solar PV hosting
capacity is the ability of the system to accept additional PV generation without pushing the midday
load below the systems reserve requirements, as set by the minimum load setpoint of the systems
thermal generation, Pmin. In response, MECO in partnership with the Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute
(HNEI) installed a number of enabling or ancillary technologies, including, a 2 MW 397 kWh lithium
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BESS and a 750-kW resistive load bank. These technologies were instrumental in relief to hosting
capacity constraint, allowing the solar PV interconnection queue to reopen. Both technologies allowed
for a reduced reserve requirement, providing system flexibility to manage solar resource variability.
The impact of additional solar PV capacity is evident in Figure 6, where a Moloka‘i daily load profile is
shown inclusive of the solar PV as negative load. Notably, the reduced midday minimum loading
evident in 2018, approaches Pmin, suggesting a limited ability to further integrate additional solar PV
capacity. Despite midday instantaneous solar PV saturation, annual average solar PV penetration
remains low at around 14%. Considering the aggressive development timeframe outlined for a 100%
renewable transition, MECO are prioritising integration of near-term enabling technologies, in parallel
with discontinued replacement or purchase of diesel generation. The generators supplying Moloka‘i’s
Pālā‘au Power Station, Table 4, consist of a range of high-, medium- and low-speed diesel generation.

 
Figure 6. Moloka‘i average daily load profile 2016 (orange), 2017 (blue) and 2018 (purple). Note the
reduction in midday load under increasing solar photovoltaic (PV) penetration [19].

Table 4. Moloka‘i’s Pālā‘au Power Station generation.

Unit Generator Governor MW RPM Cylinders Age (Yrs)

G01 Caterpillar 3516 Woodward 2301A 1.25 1800 16 34
G02 Caterpillar 3516 Woodward 2301A 1.25 1800 16 34
G03 Cummins KTA50 American Bosch CU673C-17 A 0.97 1200 16 34
G04 Cummins KTA50 American Bosch CU673C-17 A 0.97 1200 16 34
G05 Cummins KTA50 American Bosch CU673C-17 A 0.97 1200 16 28
G06 Cummins KTA50 American Bosch CU673C-17 A 0.97 1200 16 28
G07 Caterpillar 3608 Woodward 2301D 2.2 900 8 23
G08 Caterpillar 3608 Woodward 2301D 2.2 900 8 23
G09 Caterpillar 3608 Woodward 2301D 2.2 900 8 23

In general, high speed engines typically offer an improved generator response, while lower speeds
offer improved inertia and peak efficiency. Heat release curves for all units were provided by the
MECO, with efficiency varying significantly between engines. Part of this variation can be attributed
to the significant age of the diesel asset base. Where outlier unit efficiencies were identified this data
was flagged for low reliance and not used within subsequent analysis. Moloka‘i’s diesel asset base
shares similarities with that of King Island, with a number of the King Island strategies adopted in
advancing Moloka‘i’s renewable transition.

The role of the Moloka‘i battery is to provide fast-acting coordinated frequency support, improving
system stability by providing the diesel generators time to respond. In this manner, the battery state of
charge is maintained at 50% to provide for both the frequency rise and the lower reserve. The battery
is provided with six raised and six lower set points, defining a rapid step response followed by a
gradual load transfer in both over and under frequency events, Figure 7. Significant effort has been
undertaken by HNEI to improve the response time of the BESS, with a revised control architecture
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reducing the response latency from ~250 ms to ~60 ms, [20]. The Moloka‘i battery is the third battery
ESS installed in partnership between HECO and HNEI, with batteries also in place on O‘ahu and
Hawai‘i island [21]. All three batteries target fast response frequency regulation or power-smoothing
applications. Additional issues encountered across BESS integration include, high inverter temperatures
and communications faults. Inverter temperatures were resolved by constraint of the inverter’s reactive
setpoint. Communication issues were resolved via hardware replacement.

The role of the load bank is to manage the system frequency during periods of excess solar PV
generation, subject to BESS state of charge. In this application, the load bank reduces Moloka‘i’s
reserve requirement, providing a discretionary load to balance the grid during periods of excess energy.
In assessing what additional near-term applications may further benefit Moloka‘i, this paper explores
the role of low-load diesel to support generator flexibility and co-ordination.

Figure 7. Moloka‘i isolated power system (IPS) frequency (black) and battery (green) response to loss
of load [20].

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Modelling

Low-load diesel application was simulated using Homer Pro software, developed by the U.S.
national renewable energy agency to assist in the selection and sizing of power generation technologies.
The model accepts the daily, seasonal and yearly profiles for resource and load, allowing the user to
model diesel and renewable generation via control of generation dispatch order, reserve requirements,
generator curtailment and efficiencies [22]. Homer Pro was selected as the appropriate software
environment given the prevalence of this format within industry, providing for reduced barriers to
utility review and consideration. For both the King Island and Moloka‘i case studies measured resource
and load data was used to define a 12-month simulation of hourly generation dispatch. Each case study
was configured to represent the as-build system configuration, with observed system performance
used to validate the model. Model configuration included generation dispatch and reserve definition
as implemented for each case study. Model validation consisted of review across both modelled and
observed annualised diesel generation run hours, renewable penetration and fuel consumption. For a
known solar irradiance profile, the model develops an hourly solar resource estimate [23]. Solar PV
power output is then calculated using Equation (1).

Ppv = fpvYpv
It

Is
(1)

where fpv is the derating factor, Ypv is the rated capacity of solar PV (kW), It is the solar irradiance, and Is

is one kW per square meter. The derating factor can be used to approximate reduced efficiency as may
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be experienced in specific configurations or environment conditions. For a known wind resource, the
model uses a user-defined wind turbine power curve, the relationship between wind speed and power,
to calculate wind generation. To facilitate this, an hourly wind resource profile can be estimated from
the average wind speed, Weibull shape factor, autocorrelation factor and diurnal pattern, however,
for King Island measured hub height hourly wind resource data was used. Postproduction losses
applied to both wind and solar generation include electrical losses and unit availability. When the
available renewable generation is insufficient to meet the system load, the model may schedule battery
or diesel generation according to the maximum and minimum unit loadings. At all other times the
system reserve requirements defined the battery and diesel response. The diesel generator fuel curve
is assumed to be linear according to Equation (2), and is used to calculate fuel consumption.

F = FintYgen + F1Pgen (2)

where Fint is the fuel curve intercept coefficient, F1 is the fuel curve slope, Ygen is the unit rated
capacity (kW) and Pgen is the generator output (kW). The units of F depend on the manufacturers
preferred measurement units for fuel, typically either litres or gallons per hour. In regard to the
battery performance the model uses the nominal voltage, capacity curve, allowable charge range,
roundtrip efficiency and cycle life to simulate any battery contribution. The capacity curve details the
discharge capacity of the battery versus the discharge current, and is supplied by the manufacturer.
The maximum rate of charge or discharge is specified by the kinetic battery model [24]. A detailed
overview of the simulation theory is provided in [25].

For each case study the utilities reported annual fuel consumption, dispatch scheme, generator
run hours and renewable penetration were used to validate the model configuration ahead of low-load
diesel simulation. For Moloka‘I, the generation performance and dispatch model was first established
using 2009 generation and load data, representative of the system prior to residential solar PV uptake.
To this model, annual reported renewable investment was added iteratively to validate the performance
under increasing solar PV penetrations. The approach yielded annual diesel fuel consumption estimates
within 3% of the observed performance once measured data was corrected in consideration for the high
fuel consumption rate of generator 7 (this unit was removed from the model post-calibration, given its
inefficient operation and non-standard performance). For King Island much the same methodology and
accuracy were employed/observed with the higher annual resource variability (wind compared to solar
PV) addressed via validation of the model against operational data using the 5-year moving average
(1999–2019). The models were largely insensitive to economic assumptions given the fuel consumption
rates were directly compared across simulations to quantify system performance. Irrespective of
this, actual incurred fuel costs were adopted to match real inflation. Low-load diesel application was
assessed via revision of the diesel low-load limit from 30% to 10%. The efficiency of existing diesel
assets under low-load operation was established in prior studies [26], remaining predominantly linear
in relationship.

2.2. Low-Load Diesel

Low-load diesel application affords diesel generation improved range and flexibility, permitting
system acceptance of additional renewable generation via a reduction in the diesel engine load limit.
The low-load limit is set within the primary engine controller on a case by case basis. No hardware
of software replacement is required, resulting in a low complexity, low cost and accessible approach
applicable to all diesel generators [27,28]. Poor combustion and cylinder condition are responsible
for historical restrictions surrounding low-load operation, however, a number of manufactures now
warrant low-load applications, reflecting the increased awareness and viability of the practice [29].
Due to poor low-load efficiencies, fuel consumption per kWh of diesel generation increase at low-load,
however, given both the increased renewable capture and the low volume of kWh’s produced by diesel
generation at low-load, the practice has a net positive reduction in fuel usage, as confirmed via system
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simulation. Net fuel reductions result, despite reduced efficiency, given the acceptance of greater
instantaneous renewable penetration. This occurs given the engines ability to further reduce load as
renewable generation increases. Conventionally, once an engine hits its 30% load limit any additional
renewable generation is spilt from the system. Under low-load application this additional generation
is accepted via further diesel load reduction. The major operational concern in reducing an engine’s
low-load limit is the risk of reverse power acceptance given the reduced ability of the diesel assets to
regulate upward renewable variability. This is commonly managed via the inclusion of a dump load to
dissipate excess generation as heat.

3. Low-Load Diesel Modelling Results

For high-penetration hybrid diesel systems such as King Island, low-load diesel permits the
acceptance of additional renewable generation from any reserves of surplus generation. Simulation
of the annual King Island system performance in this manner identified average diesel fuel savings
of 6.3% per annum (on a year by year basis savings varied with renewable resource, above average
wind generation would result in increased fuel savings, while lower wind generation would decrease
observed fuel savings). It can be seen from the results that a reduction in engine low limit serves to
lower the systems diesel reserve requirements, reducing the time engines spend operating at their
low-load limit. For King Island the application delivers both improve renewable penetration, via a
reduction in renewable spillage, and an associated reduction in the requirement for energy storage [30].
For high renewable penetration systems such as King Island, low-load diesel application does not
impact the systems renewable hosting capacity, acknowledging the system already hosts a renewable
capacity exceeding its maximum load. For high-penetration renewable energy systems such as King
Island, low-load diesel is also observed to rationalise the requirement for energy storage In this case
the annual average battery utilisation (amount of energy stored, MWh) is reduced by 50%, allowing
for a smaller battery capacity and reduced capital cost.

For low-penetration renewable systems, such as Moloka‘i, the role of low-load diesel application is
less obvious. Primarily, because low-penetration systems rarely spill renewable generation. Simulation
of the Moloka‘i system identified a range of alternate low-load benefit, including improved hosting
capacity and reduced diesel OPEX. Simulation of the pre-2016 (prior to BESS and dump load integration)
Moloka‘i hosting capacity determined that the limit of uncontrolled solar PV was 2.5 MW. Simulation
inclusive of the BESS and dump load, representing the current Moloka‘i system, determined the hosting
capacity to be 3.0 MW. A low-load diesel scenario was then considered with the diesel generation
permitted to run down to 10% loading. A 10% load limit is considered conservative and was selected
considering both the age of the assets, and the experience of the neighbouring Kauai Island utility
cooperative in obtaining permits to operate at this level. Simulating a low-load limit of 10%, the system
hosting capacity was increased to between 3.5 MW and 3.8 MW. Allowing adoption of low-load
operation across only the high-speed engines, units 1 and 2, the hosting capacity was increased to
3.5 MW, a 17% increase. For adoption of low-load operation across diesel engines 1, 2 and 9, the hosting
capacity was increased to 3.8 MW, a 27% increase. The results define a role for low-load diesel
application in near-term relief of hosting capacity constraint. As the Moloka‘i system is functionally
at its hosting capacity envelope, and does not generally spill generation (less than half a percent of
generation is dissipated via the resistive dump load), no immediate increase in renewable penetration
was observed under low-load diesel application. Despite this, fuel savings were delivered via low-load
diesel operation, achieved via a modified low-load diesel dispatch scheme. The existing Moloka‘i
dispatch strategy prioritises large low-speed engines (large), generators 7–9, with small high speed
(small) generators 1&2, deployed to address load variability. Band allocations 1 through 5 define the
generation intensity, with band increase associated with greater diesel capacity, Table 5. Fuel usage
correlates to band allocation, with lower bands consuming less fuel. A modified low-load diesel
dispatch scheme, Table 6, shifts the balance of generation from band 3 to band 2, via substitution of
large low-speed generation for small high-speed generation. The modified low-load diesel dispatch
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scheme delivers both a reduction in fuel use, and significantly, a reduced maintenance obligation.
The reduced maintenance spend results in lower maintenance costs attributed to small inertia and
high-speed engines [31].

Table 5. Moloka‘i diesel utilisation for a 3 MW solar PV scenario (current dispatch scheme).

Band Existing Moloka‘i Dispatch Strategy (Load Range) Band Utilisation

1 ONE small and ONE large generator (<1.2 MW) 1.3%

2 NO small and TWO big generators (<2.3 MW) 30.9%

3 AT LEAST ONE small and TWO large generators (<3.5 MW) 59.1%

4 NO small and THREE Large generators (<4.5 MW) 7.9%

5 AT LEAST ONE small and THREE large generators 0.8%

Table 6. Moloka‘i diesel utilisation for a 3 MW solar PV scenario (low-load dispatch scheme).

Band Proposed Moloka‘i Dispatch Strategy (Load Range) Band Utilisation

1 ONE small and ONE large generator (<1.2 MW) 1.3%

2A TWO small and ONE large generator (<2.6 MW) 46.3%

3 AT LEAST ONE small and TWO large generators (<3.5 MW) 43.7%

4 NO small and THREE Large generators (<4.5 MW) 7.9%

5 AT LEAST ONE small and THREE large generators 0.8%

In addition to improved hosting capacity, low-load diesel application within the current Moloka‘i
system results in a fuel reduction of 1%, and an 8% reduction in maintenance expenditure, Table 7.
The combined annual OPEX reduction is $209,469 p.a., representing 2.7% of total annual operational
expenditure. Economic modelling was then extended to consider a future 6 MW solar PV capacity
scenario, Table 8. While in violation of the system’s current hosting capacity, this scenario is useful in
exploring the storage requirements required to support additional solar PV deployment. The proposed
low-load diesel methodology reduces this requirement by 43%, approximately halving the storage
capacity required for grid security under future high-penetration scenarios.

Table 7. Performance of existing and proposed low-load dispatch scheme 3 MW solar PV.

Current PV Capacity (3 MW)

Control
Methodology

Fuel Usage
gal p.a.

Fuel
Usage %

O&M $
p.a.

O&M % REP %
Annual $

Saving

Existing Dispatch
Scheme 2,009,686 100% $1,887,480 100% 14%

Proposed Dispatch
Scheme 1,991,895 99% $1,729,860 92% 14% $209,469

Table 8. Performance of existing and proposed low-load dispatch scheme 6 MW solar PV.

Future PV Capacity (6 MW)

Control
Methodology

Fuel Usage
gal p.a.

Fuel
Usage %

O&M $
p.a.

O&M %
Excess

Energy %
REP %

Annual $
Saving

Existing Dispatch
Scheme 1,818,893 91% $1,952,850 100% 3.8% 23%

Proposed
Dispatch Scheme 1,747,453 88% $1,768,260 91% 2.2% 26% $373,616
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4. Discussion

Few approaches to renewable integration acknowledge the resource and capital constraints
common within isolated communities, yet both represent significant barriers to uptake of renewable
generation. In acknowledging the urgent need for power system decarbonization, low-load diesel
application has a role to play in providing greater flexibility to isolated power systems, resulting in
improved renewable hosting and acceptance. In this regard, low-load diesel is identified as a low
complexity technology solution, offering both hosting capacity relief and battery storage rationalisation.
Future research effort should be directed to improved flexibility of dual fuel generation technologies,
which remain less compatible to renewable integration than diesel due to increased ignition delay.

5. Conclusions

The presented King Island and Moloka‘i case studies represent isolated power systems at differing
states of technology progression and refinement. King Island is one of the world’s first high-penetration
isolated power systems, able to run 100% renewable for extended periods. Unfortunately, the King
Island experience has limited commercial relevance given the high cost and complexity of the
approach. In this regard low-load diesel has shown to reduce the systems battery requirements by
50%, while reducing annual fuel consumption by 6.3%. The result highlights the gains possible under
improved generator flexibility, offering reduced barriers to renewable integration.

For Moloka‘i the challenges in progressing past low annual solar PV penetrations are very
different. In this environment, low-load diesel is shown to provide near term relief from the hosting
capacity constraint currently preventing connection of additional solar PV generation. On Moloka‘i,
the adoption of low-load applications allows for the interconnection of another 800 kW of approved,
but stalled solar PV connections. For a system dependent on residential deployment of renewable
generation, the hosting relief offers both commercial and social benefit, reducing community frustration
regarding interconnection delay. In addition to the 27% improvement in hosting capacity low-load
applications also provided for a 2.7% reduction in operational expenditure. In improving the
flexibility of diesel generation on Moloka‘i low-load applications provide for improved system
efficiency, a recommencement of solar PV connection and a rationalisation of any future battery
storage requirement (low-load diesel provided for a 43% reduction in optimal BESS sizing for a
hypothetical doubling of renewable capacity). The results identify low-load diesel as a valuable
near-term enabling technology, able to deliver significant value with or without BESS integration.
Of the available, commercial technologies low-load diesel is unique for its ability to benefit both
low and high-penetration isolated power systems. Its accessibility makes it a natural precursor to
storage. The results challenge the conventional practice of prioritising high efficiency, low-speed diesel
generation as the base load within diesel-based power systems, instead advocating for flexible thermal
applications as systems transition towards renewable economies.
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Abstract: The proliferation of residential building energy consumption and CO2 emissions has
led many countries to develop buildings under the green rating systems umbrella. Many such
buildings, however, fail to meet their designed energy performance, which is possibly attributable
to occupant behaviour and unforeseen building usages. The research problem lies in the fact
that occupant environmental behaviour is a complex socio-cultural-technical issue that needs
to be addressed to achieve the desired energy savings. This study is novel as it investigates
complex interrelationships between many observed and unobserved variables using data from four
LEED-certified multi-residential buildings in the United Arab Emirates. Structural Equation Modelling
was used to analyse the impact of three unobserved/latent variables: occupant environmental
Attitude, Knowledge and Behaviour (AKB) with respect to occupant energy consumption, based on
measured/observed variables. Although our Goodness-of-Fit values indicated that we achieved a
good model fit, the interrelationship between Knowledge and Behaviour (p = 0.557) and between
Attitude and Behaviour (p = 0.931) was insignificant, as the p-values > 0.05. The key study outcomes
were: (i) providing information alone could not motivate people towards environmentally friendly
behaviour; (ii) even changes in their attitude, belief and lifestyle were not significantly related to their
behaviour, as the interrelationships among occupant environmental AKB were not significant; and
(iii) knowledge and attitude change should be combined with other motivational factors to trigger
environmentally friendly actions and influence behaviour.

Keywords: energy consumption; Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), occupant environmental
attitude; Knowledge and Behaviour

1. Introduction

Buildings constitute a very high percentage of energy consumption compared to other sectors of
the economy. As cited by Ji and Chan (2019), on average, the total energy consumption globally from the
residential buildings sector is around 20% which may reach 30% by 2040 due to increasing population,
economic activities and the improved standards of living [1]. This situation has led many countries
to formulate energy policies that help to reduce energy consumption and ultimately CO2 emissions.
Many countries have begun to adopt mandatory green requirements for their building developments,
and green rating systems have become increasingly widely adopted worldwide. Some of the most
widely used rating systems include: (i) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED),
(ii) Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology (BREEAM), and (iii)
Green Globe Canada [2]; while other well-recognised rating systems include: (iv) Green Star Australia,
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(v) Building Environmental Performance Assessment Criteria (BEPAC) Canada, (vi) GB tool Korea,
and (vii) Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency (CASBEE) in Japan [3].
The green rating systems mentioned above have a very limited focus on occupant behaviour monitoring
systems during a building’s operational phase. Evidence exists [4,5] in support of the fact that by
improving occupant behaviour, energy consumption can be reduced by 8–15% in all types of buildings,
resulting in lower carbon emissions. The importance of environmentally friendly behavioural
improvement is evident from the fact that many buildings using new technology-oriented systems fail
to meet their ‘as designed’ performance expectations [6]. Large discrepancies exist between as-designed
(predicted) and real building energy performances (performance gap), typically averaging around
30% [7]. At least some of this performance gap is attributable to unforeseen usages by occupants of
these green/LEED-certified buildings and their equipment.

It has been known for a long time that occupant behaviour can greatly influence energy use in
buildings [8]. As stated by Nguyen and Aiello [9], the ways in which occupants interact with a building
have shown to exert large impacts on heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) demand and
building controls. According to Schipper et al. (1989) [10] where 50% of energy use in homes is
attributed to the intrinsic building shell, HVAC, lighting, and electronics, the rest occurs due to the
occupant interaction with these systems. In their study in mid-1990s, FSEC determined the magnitude
of occupancy-related effects by examining energy usage in ten identical homes in Florida [11]. With the
same number of occupants and identical appliances and equipment, energy use varied by 2.6 to 1
from the highest to the lowest consumer with a standard deviation of around 13 kWh/day—32% of
the mean. On further examination FSEC found that while the electrical consumption of appliances
like refrigerators were remarkably similar, air conditioning e.g., varied by 5:1 from highest to lowest.
The measurements of interior temperature displayed huge differences due to differing thermostat
behaviour. In another study [11,12], the utility bills of eleven similarly efficient solar homes in
Sacremento were compared to other non-solar homes in the same community, to show large variations
in annual energy use in the solar homes. In comparison with the most frugal home, where solar
electricity generation was more than the consumption, the highest-consuming solar home used almost
twice as much electricity as the average energy use of non-solar homes. These studies suggest
that motivating changes to occupant behaviour could be a powerful measure for achieving energy
reductions, especially in more efficient homes with renewable energy features.

Occupant environmental behaviour is therefore one of the major reasons behind the significant
uncertainty regarding building energy consumption and the performance gap [13,14]. Dynamic building
energy models are now commonly used in academia and industry for a detailed analysis of heating and
cooling energy consumption. Although these models interpret thermal behaviour of a building with
high precision in relation to its ambient indoor and outdoor environment, the interpretation of occupant
behaviour is subjected to relatively simplified input data. Extensive research has been undertaken to
evaluate the sensitivity of models to the buildings technical design parameters whereas evaluation
of factors such as energy management and energy users behaviour, which play a significant role in
influencing building energy consumption, have rarely been performed [15,16]. Several recent studies
have focused on measures for achieving highly efficient and comfortable buildings, using the Operative
Air Temperature or the PMV and PPD indices as parameters, but sometimes the numerical predictions
are different from the real performance of the building, if the behaviour of the occupant is not taken into
account [17]. Other studies have revealed that advances in technology and investments alone cannot
warrant a low energy future in a building. Zhang et al. (2020) e.g., undertook a survey in Beijing,
China highlighting that no significant correlation exists between occupant purchase behaviour of
energy efficient equipment against their usage behaviour and confirmed that there was no coherent
pattern that could be explained by any single socio-demographic factor [18]. Ashouri et al. (2019)
introduced a new ranking procedure for performing comparisons between the occupants of several
buildings in order to perform an evaluation of the energy performance of each building in comparison
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with the others and provide suggestions to occupants for energy conservation in order to improve
their rank [19].

The widening gap between real energy consumption and the estimated energy consumption at
the design stage demands that behavioural aspects should be taken into account more rigorously than
ever [20]. A better understanding of occupant environmental behaviour is therefore needed to improve
this uncertainty [21] and to reduce energy consumption by up to 8–15% in all types of buildings [4,5].

The industry contains green building initiatives, such as the LEED and many other good practices
around the globe, which are meant to promote sustainability in the built environment by incorporating
measures that raise awareness among the public about environmental issues and energy conservation.
Most studies on energy consumption of LEED-certified buildings have concluded that an energy
performance gap exists between predicted and actual energy consumption [6]. One of the key common
factors is that the buildings may not be operated properly in cases where a knowledge gap exists
with respect to energy between the industry professionals, the building operators, and the occupants.
In addition to these considerations, occupants perform various actions to satisfy their needs in buildings;
actions which can negatively affect building energy consumption, because those occupants do not
always behave in an environmentally friendly manner to achieve the energy-saving potential of
their buildings [22]. This micro-focus has therefore created a research opportunity to investigate
LEED-certified residential buildings in use in detail and to explore how we can better understand
occupant behaviour through more intensive post occupancy evaluations.

In this paper, we introduce a novel way of using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)
to investigate in detail the interrelationships between latent (unobserved) variables, occupant
environmental Attitudes, Knowledge and Behaviour (AKB), based on observed data to understand
their true environmental behaviour. Questionnaire data from the residents of four LEED-certified
multi-residential buildings in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) were used for this purpose. Data
analysis was conducted through SPSS for the survey questionnaire, with the data later being transferred
to Analysis of Moment Structure (AMOS) software in order to develop a measurement and a structural
model using the SEM.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background and context on the challenges
associated with energy conservation for the chosen location, Section 3 describes the research
methodology, the SEM technique used and the development and enhancement of the measurement and
structural models, Section 4 describes the questionnaire and experimental results, Section 5 discusses
the results and Section 6 draws the conclusions.

2. Background and Context

The hot and arid climate of the UAE poses great challenges with respect to reducing energy
consumption in buildings. The extremely high insolation and humidity levels together with the lack
of consideration given towards energy conservation and green practices over the several years of its
early development, identify the UAE as one of the top ten countries in electricity usage and second
in carbon dioxide emissions per capita [23]. Over the past 20 years, the UAE has experienced rapid
growth, which has resulted in a large and growing stock of modern high-density buildings. Today
the UAE has become one of the world’s biggest per capita air polluters, and it has been listed as
the country with the highest per capita fossil fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emission rates
worldwide [24]. In addition, because of increasing tourism, together with average population growth,
the UAE’s demands on natural resources have also increased in terms of water and energy consumption,
in addition to a massive production of waste.

In the UAE, cooling accounts for almost 80% of a building’s electricity demand. The outdoor
air temperature in the UAE is above 25 ◦C for 75% of typical working hours, with relative humidity
being above 60% for more than 20%, and insolation being in excess of 893 W/m2 for more than 15% of
the year. These environmental conditions necessitate the use of mechanical cooling by air conditioning
to maintain internal thermal comfort for the majority of the year [25]. It is reasonable to conclude that
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the construction industry practices in the UAE were not sustainable when they were created, especially
when compared to today. The focus of investors was mainly on obtaining the quickest returns on their
investments; a focus that ultimately led to the downfall of the UAE’s construction sector. Studies [24,26]
have demonstrated the high energy consumption and CO2 emissions of most existing buildings in
Dubai and Abu Dhabi when compared to international benchmarks. Statistics show that 43% of the
CO2 production is due to electricity usage within buildings in the UAE, and only 4% is due to the
direct emissions of buildings [26]. The UAE’s government has recognised the importance of energy
efficiency and has focused on the building sector as the main energy consumer.

In 1991, the UAE established an NGO called the Emirates Environmental Group for the purpose
of promoting sustainability in the UAE [27]. Since then, buildings in the commercial stock, in both
the growing and newer buildings, have increasingly adopted energy-efficient strategies to address
demands for cooling. These changes in newer buildings are influenced by the national drive towards
sustainability, and particularly the introduction of green building regulations in 2003, when the Dubai
municipality enforced Degree 66 as an energy saving approach. These savings were to be achieved by
improving the insulation and glazing systems in building. Subsequently, the Emirates Green Building
Council (GBC) was created in 2006 to ensure environmental sustainability in the UAE, and the Estidama
programme was established by the Abu Dhabi Planning Council in 2008, involving guidelines for both
the design and operation of sustainable buildings [28]. The UAE substantially promoted sustainable
development after the 2008 economic crisis in order to bring the construction sector in the UAE into
line with international sustainability standards [29] and chose sustainability as an important factor in
its bid for EXPO 2020 [30,31]. After winning the bid, the EXPO 2020 sustainability policy states the
intention to host one of the most sustainable World Expos in history [32].

Masdar City is one of the most remarkable projects in the UAE, such as; a carbon-neutral
and sustainable city powered by renewable energy technologies under the supervision of the
government-owned Mubadala Development Company for Abu Dhabi vision 2030. Innovative designs
and technologies, such as (i) solar panels, (ii) wind turbines, (iii) recycled glass, (iv) high-temperature
plasma torch systems, and (v) non-toxic plastic products, are used to promote a safer environment
in the Masdar City Project [33]. Thermal insulation and green building codes have been applied in
both Dubai and Abu Dhabi; however, there is no model for analysing the impact of these codes on the
reduction of CO2 emissions [26]. The most popular green agencies for buildings in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) are the LEED, which is mostly used in Dubai, and then BREEAM, which is mostly
applied in Abu Dhabi [28].

The existence of green building initiatives such as LEED and many other good practices regulated
by the UAE government [28,30,31,34] does not necessarily mean that a building’s occupants behave in
an environmentally friendly fashion. LEED’s rating categories generally encourage sustainable design,
health, and economic benefits; however, they do not consider the significance of the human dimensions:
capabilities, attitudes, knowledge and behaviour [35,36]. There is clearly a need for further research to
clarify this issue in order to bridge the gap between estimated and true energy savings. Jones and
Vyas (2008) [37] stated that measuring or verifying the post-occupancy performance of homes will help
by increasing the data available for improving on the real performance attributes of green residential
buildings. The researchers noted that changes in occupant behaviour could be achieved by addressing
everyone’s energy consumption awareness, as well as facilitating the occupant group’s knowledge and
perceptions through advertising, marketing, and other information strategies [38,39]. Therefore, this
research explored whether the occupants possessed the knowledge to change and/or improve their
environmental behaviour in order to achieve energy savings, and whether their beliefs and attitudes
could lead them towards greener behaviour. To fulfil the stated purpose, the interrelationships among
occupant environmental Attitudes, Knowledge and Behaviour (AKB) were analysed as described in
the later sections.
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3. Research Methodology

The research design is summarized in Figure 1 as follows:
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Figure 1. Research design diagram.

3.1. Questionnaire Survey

In order to understand better different factors affecting occupant behaviour and their preferences
to behave in a certain way, a questionnaire survey was designed to collect quantitative data needed to
confirm the relationship between the observed and latent variables. The design of the questionnaire was
based on studies on post occupancy evaluation (POE) survey questions and questions for other similar
research studies [40]. Reviewing such resources helped to address the identified questions in a way that
was relevant to this research study. There was a total of 31 short questions with multiple choice answers.
For simplicity, the structure of the questionnaire was made as easy as possible for the participants to
respond to. The questionnaire consisted of five sections, starting with demographic questions followed
by questions relating to occupant comfort/satisfaction level and the effectiveness of the management
system in relation to the training and knowledge sharing in their buildings. The questions were aimed
at gauging the attitudes and knowledge that influence the occupant’s environmental behaviour.

The questionnaire was rigorously tested for ease to manage and understandability for the
volunteer respondents. Only a few modifications were made after completing the testing procedure.
For example, there was no ‘Do not know’ option for the multiple choice questions, and after observing
the lack of answers to some of the questions (knowing that occupants did not know the answer), it was
decided to add the option to avoid missing values while analyzing the data in SPSS and AMOS.

3.2. Survey Sampling

By the time of setting the research study, there were 15 LEED-certified residential multi-family
buildings and 14 villas with approximately 1724 units with less than a 60% occupancy rate. By speaking
with building operators and the USGBC, it was found that there were approximately 1034 occupants in
those LEED-certified units in the UAE in 2014 [41]. The required sample size was then calculated with
a 5% margin of error, 95% confidence level, and 50% sample proportion as follows:

Sample Size (X) = Distribution/(Margin of Error/Confidence Level Score)2

Sample Size (X) = 0.5/(0.05/0.95)2

Sample Size (X) = 180.500202
(1)

By putting Sample Size (X) in the True Sample formula:

n = X × N /(X + N − 1), (2)
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where ‘n’ is True Sample, X is Sample Size and N is Population,

True Sample (n) = 180.500202 × 1034/(180.500202 + 1034 − 1) = 154

The required response rate thus was 154 to reach the minimum acceptable threshold/True Sample.
The questionnaire was distributed via email, as well as hand delivered. Respondents were reminded
every three weeks through follow-up emails, or notes through their door, in order to improve the
response rate. If a potential candidate was reminded two times, but still declined to respond then that
occupant was removed from the list of potential participants.

3.3. Building Selection

Most occupied LEED-certified buildings in 2014 were in ‘Dubai International City’, from which
four LEED-certified multi-residential buildings were recruited (Figures 2–5). The key specifications
of these buildings are provided in Table 1. PR I and PR II were completed in March 2011 and LEED
certified in June and October 2011, respectively. TC was completed in July 2011 and certified in
August 2012, and HDS SS II was completed in September 2012 and certified in September 2013.
Out of the 628 units of the four LEED-certified buildings, there were 265 occupied units at the time
of the survey. Therefore, the questionnaire was distributed to a total of 265 occupants residing in
those units (flats/apartments). If more than 154 occupants out of 265 had not participated, then the
researchers would have had to target more residential units to reach the minimum acceptable threshold
(True Sample). A total of 203 occupants responded to the survey with valid answers, resulting in a
response rate of 76.6%. Although the response rate is good, the authors acknowledge that their sample
is limited to Dubai residents only, which might have incurred bias in terms of environmental concerns,
age, etc. Therefore, future research is recommended, using datasets from a wide range of demographics
and geographical regions.

 

Figure 2. Prime Residency I (PR I), International City, Dubai, UAE.
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Figure 3. Prime Residency II (PR II), International City, Dubai, UAE.

 

Figure 4. Trafalgar Central (TC), International City, Dubai, UAE.
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Figure 5. HDS Sun Star II (HDS SS II), International City, Dubai, UAE.

Table 1. Information regarding 4 LEED-certified residential buildings.

Fast Facts
Prime Residency I (PR I)

164 Units
Prime Residency II (PR II)

164 Units
Trafalgar Central (TC)

160 Units
HDS Sun Star II (HDS SS II)

140 Units

LEED Certification
SILVER

New Construction (NC)
V2.2

GOLD
New Construction (NC) V2.2

SILVER
New Construction (NC)

V2.2

SILVER
New Construction (NC) V2.2

Area (Square Feet) 251,176 sq. ft. 251,176 sq. ft. 214,059 sq. ft. 176,485 Sq. ft.

Estimated Savings
& Benefits

17.5% less energy use
35.4% less potable water
use
20.9% materials use with
recycled content
43.9% local materials use

38.6% less energy use
35.4% less potable water use
20.9% materials use with
recycled content
43.9% local materials use

17.9% less energy use
41.3% less potable water
use
34.38% materials use with
recycled content
41.24% local materials use

21.3% less energy use
31.8% less potable water use
21.0% materials use with
recycled content
13.2% local materials use

3.4. Data Analysis

The collected data was first analysed using the SPSS statistics software (version 22) to obtain
descriptive statistics, frequencies, and means, after which the data was transferred to AMOS for deeper
analysis using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) techniques. Descriptive statistics were used as
a set of descriptive coefficients to summarise a given data set, which was a representation of the
entire population. The mean rating statistical technique was selected to analyse participants’ ratings of
the importance of different factors when choosing their homes, by using the numerical values assigned
to each factor to compute their mean scores.

The SEM approach was chosen as it was the most appropriate data analysis method for this part
of the study. Larger sample sizes (100–400) generally regarded as acceptable for SEM analysis among
researchers [42]. Therefore, the sample size of 203 (survey participants) in the current study was
considered to meet the threshold of acceptability. Among all the available software, AMOS was chosen,
as it is the most recent statistical package which has a user-friendly graphical interface, and it has
become popular as a simpler way of specifying structural models.
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The SEM is a forecasting method which can be used in a variety of contexts and offers a confirmatory,
rather than an exploratory approach to the data analysis. Most multivariate procedures (e.g., exploratory
factor analysis) are essentially descriptive in nature whereas SEM allows analysis of data for conclusive
purposes [42]. SEM has recently become an essential and influential statistical method in social
science research [43]. Ji and Chan [1] described SEM as a second-generation multivariate analysis
technique which combines the functions of exploratory factor analysis and linear regression analysis
to achieve the assessment of both the measurement model and structural model simultaneously.
SEM offers flexibilities by encompassing various formats and large numbers of variables with fewer
limitations e.g., to the sample size and data normality [44–46]. SEM has gained popularity in many
research areas, e.g., strategic management [47], information systems [48], business management [49,50],
tourism management [51], accounting [52], technology adoption by the construction industry [53], and
marketing [54].

A limitation of traditional multivariate procedures is their incapability of either assessing or
correcting for measurement error, SEM on the other hand presents explicit estimates of these error
variance parameters. It offers a powerful substitute to multiple regression, path analysis, factor analysis,
time series analysis and analysis of covariance. SEM became popular for non-experimental research,
where methods for testing theories were not well developed or where ethical considerations make
experimental design unfeasible [55,56]. According to Hair et al. (1998) [57], SEM should usually be
developed through several stages; first, to define structural components to identify the measurement
components which deal with the relationships among the unobserved/latent variables and their
indicators/observed variables, then to set up a model specification (hypothetical model) based on
the aim of the research, and subsequently to evaluate the model estimates in order to validate the
structural model variables and finally to modify the model based on potential changes. By using the
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) approach, SEM makes it possible to review the interrelationship
between observed variables and their underlying latent variables. This technique was then used to test
the interrelationships among the latent variables affecting occupant behaviour. Where goodness-of-fit
is satisfactory, the model shows that there are interrelationships among variables, but where this is
inadequate, then the interrelationships among the variables are rejected [58]. At least three observed
variables/indicators are recommended and a common practice whereas, problem exists with two or
one observed variable as the measurement error cannot be modelled [59]. If models use only two
observed variables per latent variable, they are more likely to fail, and therefore error estimates might
be unreliable.

For the present study, SEM was therefore used to develop a model to quantify complex relations
between the environmental Attitude, Knowledge and Behaviour (AKB) of the occupants, as shown
in Figure 6. Such a model refers to implicit or explicit models that relate the latent variables to
their observed variables. The measurement model, shows the relations between the latent variables
AKB and their observed variables, where the structural model presents the interrelationships among
the latent variables (AKB) only. Observed variables within questionnaires included five different
sections: (i) building occupant backgrounds, (ii) knowledge, (iii) attitude, (iv) behaviour, and (v)
satisfaction level. Three sections of the questionnaire which defined ATTITUDE, KNOWLEDGE and
BEHAVIOUR known as AKB in this research study, were chosen for further analysis. The answers to
each question were considered to be observed variables while the whole AKB cluster were labelled
latent variables. It is the significance of the interrelationships between them that should be measured,
analysed and modelled.
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Figure 6. Conceptual measurement model of interrelation between building occupants environmental AKB.

4. Results

The results of the questionnaire analysis in SPSS prior to conducting the SEM technique indicated
that most occupants were young, the majority averaging between 30 and 49, with college/university
degrees and a good knowledge and understanding of sustainability. The majority were renters with an
average occupancy number of 2–4 persons. More than 65% of the respondents expressed concerns
about the environment and considered climate change to be a global threat. On the other hand,
the findings showed that while the majority were concerned about the environment and were aware of
sustainability and climate change issues, only relatively few behaved in an environmentally friendly
fashion in their daily lifestyle. The comments from the questionnaire indicated that although the
majority of the respondents were aware of climate change and they claimed that they considered
climate change to be a major or minor threat, and also confirmed the need for energy conservation,
they still chose to behave in an un-environmentally friendly fashion; for example, they responded that
they run the washing machine at a higher setting rather than using it at the eco mode, or they run the
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tap while brushing their teeth, etc. It is fair to conclude that their attitudes and values were not leading
them to behave in an environmentally friendly manner. This outcome confirms the revelations from
the literature review [60], where the authors noted there were intervening constructs between attitude
and behaviour. They mentioned knowledge as an intervening factor, and this research study adds to
this finding, as the knowledge should inform and motivate occupants to engage in environmentally
friendly behaviour.

Occupants explained that the main factor for moving into the building was the location,
which provides easy access to their workplaces. Energy efficiency remains a minor consideration
for consumers when choosing a home, with the majority of respondents identifying it as the least
important factor out of six choices. In general, occupants displayed some positive attitudes towards
environmental behaviour, such as energy and water conservation, but not for recycling, and especially
not for alternative transportation. Recycling behaviour, on the other hand, was the most considered
behaviour, in comparison to other environmentally sensitive conduct. Several occupants constantly
displayed positive attitudes towards recycling due to their knowledge, previous habits, culture,
and beliefs, and emphasised how effortless it was to recycle. The findings regarding using public
transportation show that occupants relied on their vehicles for grocery shopping even during the
wintertime and nice weather. Furthermore, none of the occupants mentioned that they owned a
hybrid car.

The majority of occupants confirmed that their cooling system was responsive enough for
their needs, so they were able to enjoy a satisfactory thermal comfort level. However, the findings
showed that AC working hours, especially during summer days, were very high, and that this caused
high energy bills. The other highly rated factor in satisfaction was related to privacy and security;
in particular, the latter quality applied not only to their buildings, but to the whole of the UAE. Most of
the respondents agreed that there was sufficient light in their homes during daylight hours in order not
to need artificial light. There were some exceptions related to lack of daylight caused by inappropriate
building design. The occupants agreed that maintenance and operation was of an acceptable level,
with some occupants complaining about the quality of the building materials used and the finishes.
Dissatisfaction was expressed with respect to high energy bills, and purchase and rental cost, and
when asked if they had sufficient garden space and recreational areas, the majority of them were
strongly dissatisfied.

Although many occupants received instruction manuals and/or training on how to operate
the technologies inside their apartments, the results demonstrated that the quality of information
was inconsistent, and was often inadequate or overly complicated, rendering the information
incomprehensible, and therefore of little value to the occupants. It was also confirmed that no
post-occupancy evaluations were conducted, and no information/feedback processes were implemented
to raise awareness among occupants about the environmental outcomes of their behaviour.

The findings highlighted that green buildings require a high level of occupant and operator
engagement and understanding in order for them to remain holistically green. Low levels of education,
motivation and coordination lead to minimal levels of environmentally focused activity from the
building occupants. The survey findings suggested that training and education (Knowledge) driven
by motivational factors such as i) creating a good socio-cultural environment, and ii) offering financial
incentives are key concerns for achieving sustainable development. Matching technology, management
sophistication, understanding roles, social organisation, and interactions among building occupants
and operators, together with economic incentives, combine to constitute a major avenue through which
proper environmental behaviours can be encouraged.

The authors found inconsistency in occupant AKB-related results, and therefore they decided to
further investigate the interrelationships between AKB using the SEM technique as described below.
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4.1. Conceptual Measurement Model

The six questions under the attitude-related survey questionnaire were chosen as observed
variables by the authors for ATTITUDE, twenty-six questions were included for the behaviour-related
survey questionnaire as observed variables for BEHAVIOUR, and three questions related to the
provided information and guidelines were chosen for KNOWLEDGE.

The conceptual (hypothesized) measurement model generated in AMOS is presented in Figure 6.
The model shows the interrelationships among the latent/unobserved variables (AKB) and their
indicators/observed variables (questionnaire data) for the purpose of assessing goodness of fit
and/or validity. The unobserved/latent variable is linked to an observed variable, in order to make its
measurement possible. Assessment of ‘ATTITUDE’ (ATT) constitutes the direct measurement of six
observed variables obtained through the questionnaire survey; similarly, ‘BEHAVIOUR’ (BEH)
is measured through 26 variables (based on recycling, water use, electricity use, lighting use,
summer/winter use and transport) and ‘KNOWLEDGE’ (KNOW) is measured through three
observed variables. Further analysis was performed through SEM in AMOS, and was categorised and
coded as given below:

ATTITUDE

• ATT 1: View on climate change
• ATT 2: Belief about the impact of energy use on the environment
• ATT 3: Current lifestyle related to the environment
• ATT 4: Environmentally friendly lifestyle changes and the comparison between now and 4

years ago
• ATT 5: Attitude and belief about green buildings
• ATT 6: Considering the term LEED-certified while choosing the home

BEHAVIOUR

• BEH rec 1: Occupant behaviour towards recycling papers
• BEH rec 2: Occupant behaviour towards recycling plastic pieces
• BEH rec 3: Occupant behaviour towards recycling glass
• BEH rec 4: Occupant behaviour towards recycling metal pieces
• BEH rec 5: Occupant behaviour towards recycling carton boxes
• BEH wat 1: Using a washing machine economically
• BEH wat 2: Using a dishwasher economically
• BEH wat 3: Using less water in toilets
• BEH wat 4: Pressing both buttons on WC flush
• BEH wat 5: Taking showers instead of bathing
• BEH wat 6: Turning tap offwhen brushing teeth
• BEH elec 1: Leaving appliances on standby mode
• BEH elec 2: Turning off lights if they’re not needed
• BEH elec 3: Using low energy light bulbs
• BEH elec 4: Using low energy labelled appliances
• BEH elec 5: Setting the thermostat for air conditioning
• BEH elec 6: Keeping AC offwhen windows are open
• BEH elec 7: Keeping windows open during summer
• BEH elec 8: Keeping windows open during winter
• BEH elec 9: Closing window shades/blinds
• BEH elec 10: Controlling doors/windows airtightness
• BEH light: Hourly usage of artificial lighting in a day
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• BEH ac win: Hourly working of AC in a winter day
• BEH ac sum: Hourly working of AC in a summer day
• BEH trans 1: Walking or cycling to your work/supermarket
• BEH trans 2: Using public transportation

KNOWLEDGE

• KNOW 1: Day-to-day energy usage guide
• KNOW 2: Operation and maintenance guide
• KNOW 3: Emergency cases guide

Figure 6 shows that the CFA model focuses solely on the interrelation between AKB factors
and their measured variables. The model determines the goodness-of-fit between the factors in the
hypothesised model and the sample data. The factor loading between each latent variable and its
observed variables is important to be higher, i.e., ATTITUDE and its observed variables ATT3, ATT4,
ATT5 and ATT6, with 0.03, 0.26, 0.12 and 0.22, respectively, are very low, which might be problematic,
as they should be closer to 1 in order to achieve goodness of fit.

t < 12 × s(s + 1)

The above equation, if confirmed, indicates that the model in Figure 6 is over identified:
t = items to be identified= 70 (35 ‘e’ + 32 factor loading + 3 latent variables)s = number of observed

variables (35)
70 < 630

Based on the above result, it is confirmed that the model (Figure 6) is over identified, meaning that
we have more than enough observed variables (35) to identify unobserved items (70), and therefore we
have the possibility of eliminating some if we need to, in order to achieve the best model fit.

4.2. Conceptual Measurement Model Evaluation

The list given below explains the acceptable and good fit data ranges [58,61] that need to be
achieved in order to confirm that a model is a good fit:

• Ratio of minimum discrepancy to degrees of freedom (CMIN/DF)—This adjusts the chi-square by
calculating the ratio of the minimum discrepancy to degrees of freedom. It ranges between 1 to 2
where values closer to 1 indicate better fit.

• Goodness of fit index (GFI)—this determines whether the maximum likelihood estimate of the
hypothesised model fits to the data set. It ranges between 0 to 1, GFI > 0.9 means satisfactory fit

• Adjusted goodness of fit (AGFI) favours parsimony, AGFI > 0.90 indicates a good fit.
• Incremental fit index (IFI)—This is the ratio of the difference between the hypothesised and

baseline model degrees of freedom and discrepancy. It ranges between 0 and 1 where higher
values indicate better fit.

• Normed fit index (NFI)—NFI > 0.9 means satisfactory fit, and values greater than 0.80 suggest a
good fit and indicates that the model of interest improves the fit by 80% relative to the model.

• Non-normed fit index (NNFI) is preferable for smaller samples. NNFI is also called the
Tucker-Lewis index (TLI). TLI > 0.9 indicates a satisfactory fit; TLI compares degrees of freedom
and discrepancy between baseline model and those of the hypothesised model. It ranges between
0 and 1 where larger values indicate better fit.

• Comparative fit index (CFI)—This compares the fit of a baseline model to the data with the fit of
the hypothesised model to the same data. It ranges between 0 and 1, where larger values indicate
a better fit. CFI > 0.9 means satisfactory fit.
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• Relative fit index (RFI), also known as RHO1, is not guaranteed to vary from 0 to 1. RFI close to 1
indicates a good fit.

• Root mean square residual (RMR) computes the residual differences between model prediction
and data set, and it also takes the square root of the result. It ranges from 0 to 1, with smaller
values indicating better fit.

• Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)—this is a measure of how close/approximate
the fit of population data is with the model. <0.05 good fit and <0.08 acceptable fit. LO 90 and HI
90 include the lower and upper limits of a 90% confidence interval for the population

• The parsimony ratio (PRATIO) is the ratio of the degrees of freedom in the model to degrees of
freedom. It is not a goodness-of-fit test in itself, but is employed in goodness-of-fit measurements
like PNFI and PCFI.

• The parsimony goodness of fit index (PGFI), is a variant of GFI that penalises GFI by multiplying
it by the ratio formed by the degrees of freedom in the model divided by degrees of freedom in
the independence model.

• The parsimony normed fit index (PNFI) is equal to the PRATIO times NFI.
• The parsimony comparative fit index (PCFI) is defined as PRATIO multiplied with CFI. PCFI

closer to 1 is a better fit.
• PCLOSE tests the null hypothesis that RMSEA is not greater than 0.05. If PCLOSE is less than

0.05 the hypothesis is rejected to conclude that the computed RMSEA is greater than 0.05 which
indicates the lack of a close fit.

The significance of the interrelationships among variables in the measurement/hypothesised
model was tested in AMOS software in order to review the reliability and commonality of such a model.
The results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Conceptual measurement model fit.

CMIN CMIN DF P CMIN/DF
3445.947 557 0.000 6.187

RMR, GFI RMR GFI AGFI PGFI
0.133 0.478 0.410 0.423

Baseline NFI RFI IFI TLI CFI
Comparisons 0.375 0.332 0.417 0.372 0.412

Parsimony-Adjusted PRATIO PNFI PCFI
Measures 0.936 0.351 0.386

RMSEA RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE
0.160 0.155 0.165 0.000

The list below checks whether the parameters in Table 2 related to the data for Figure 6 are within
range and are a good fit, as explained above:

• In Table 2 CMIN/DF is 6.187, which is not a good fit, upper threshold is 5.
• GFI is 0.478, which ranges between 0 and 1, but is still not completely satisfactory.
• AGFI is 0.410 and is not a good fit.
• IFI is 0.417 is within the range, but it is better to be closer to 1 for a better fit.
• NFI is 0.375 and it is not satisfactory.
• TLI is 0.372, which is within the range, but it is not the best fit and is not satisfactory.
• CFI is 0.412, which is within the range, but it is not the best fit.
• RFI is 0.332, and it is not the best fit, although it is within the range.
• RMR is 0.133, and it is within the range.
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• RMSEA is bigger than 0.08, at 0.160, which is not even an acceptable fit. In Table 2, LO 90 is 0.155
and HI 90 is 0.165 which constitute the lower and upper limit of a 90% confidence interval for the
population value of RMSEA

• PRATIO is 0.936, which would be a better fit with a smaller value.
• PGFI is 0.423, which is not a good fit.
• PNFI is 0.351, where a value closer to 1 would be a better fit.
• PCFI is 0.386, which is not satisfactory.
• PCLOSE is 0, which is less than 0.05, RMSEA is 0.160, which is greater than 0.05; therefore the

model is not a close fit (Figure 6).

All of the figures in Table 2 indicate that Figure 6 is not a well-fitting measurement model, meaning
that none of the observed variables/indicators have strong interrelationships with their own latent
variables AKB.

4.3. Conceptual Measurement Model Modification

Based on the results given above, the measurement model was not a good fit, and needed to be
modified. To achieve the best fitting measurement model, three main steps [62] were carried out, as
follows:

• The first step was to delete paths which had very low factor loadings,
• The second step was to covary variables based on the modification indices (MI) in Table 3,
• The third step was to eliminate the observed variables with very high values in the standardised

residual correlation matrix,

Table 3. Modification Indices ≥11 for Step 2 modifications of observed variables interrelationships

e13↔ e14 = 75.421 e11↔ e14 = 14.860

e10↔ e13 = 12.434 e10↔ e11 = 34.255

e24↔ e27 = 34.311 e23↔ e27 = 11.685

e23↔ e24 = 84.190 e21↔ e27 = 119.003

e21↔ e24 = 15.784 e14↔ e21 = 11.573

The path coefficient and GOF sometimes reveal the need to modify models in SEM, which can
result in the selection of the best fitting model falling within theoretical expectation and satisfying the
GOF measures [42].

STEP 1:

In the first step, some of the observed variables with a very low factor loading were eliminated
from the measurement model as follows:

• From ATTITUDE: ATT 3, ATT 5, ATT 6 were eliminated; ATT 4 (0.26) was kept, as it was an
important observed variable for supporting the latent variable.

• From BEHAVIOUR: BEH wat 1, BEH wat 2, BEH wat 5, BEH wat 6, BEH elec 2, BEH elec 5,
BEH elec 6, BEH elec 8, BEH elec 9, BEH elec 10, BEH light, BEH ac win, BEH ac sum, BEH trans 2
were eliminated.

This was due to the very low factor loading shown by the arrow between the latent variable
and the observed variables in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the revised measurement model, including
the observed variables with higher factor loadings after Step 1, although this might not be the best
measurement, and further steps as described above should be carried out.

t < 12 × s(s + 1)
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Figure 7. Conceptual measurement model of interrelation between building occupant environmental
AKB after Step 1.

The above equation, if confirmed, indicates that the model in Figure 7 is over identified:
t = items to be identified= 36 (18 ‘e’ + 15 factor loading + 3 latent variables)
s = number of observed variables (18)

36 < 171

Based on the above result, it is confirmed that the model (Figure 7) is over identified, meaning
that we have more than enough observed variables (18) to identify the unobserved items (36).

Modification Indices (MI) are often used to modify models in order to achieve a better fit, but this
process should be carried out carefully and with theoretical justification [58]. For the MI generated in
Step 1, the threshold was set at 10, and the MI valued as equal to/greater than 11 were selected for Step
2 as shown in Table 3.

STEP 2:

In this step the model fitting results for Figure 7 were reviewed in light of the selected modification
indices (Table 3) from Step 1. The authors considered only those observed variables to be covaried that
corresponded to the MI that were equal to/greater than 11.

Covarying can be seen in Figure 8 as small curved two-way arrows between ‘e’ (error variance) of
observed variables in the same factor that were equal to or more than 11. All of the errors (e) were from
‘Behaviour’, and they represented covariates or correlations between pairs of variables. For example,
the MI between ‘e13′ and ‘e14′ in Table 3 is 75.421; therefore, it is above the threshold, which was set
at 10, and they should be covaried, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Conceptual measurement model of interrelations among building occupants environmental
AKB after Step 2.

Figure 8 is the modified measurement model after Step 2, covarying for all the ‘e’ that are shown
in Table 3, which is not yet the best model fit, due to the presence of the low factor loadings shown
between each latent variable and their observed variables. There is still some factor loading below 0.1
shown by the arrows in Figure 8. For example, the arrow going from the latent variable ‘Behaviour’ to
its observed variable ‘BEH wat 4′ was very low at −0.12, and the arrow to ‘BEH wat 3′ was 0.02.

STEP 3:

The third step was to go through the standardised residual covariance in Figure 8 after correlating
errors and deleting some of the observed variables above 0.1, shown on the arrows from Behaviour
to its indicators/observed variables. Different trials were conducted, and the best outcome was to
eliminate the following observed variables: BEH wat 3, BEH wat 4, BEH elec 3, BEH elec 4, BEH elec 7,
and BEH trans 1 in BEHAVIOUR. The resultant best fitting measurement model can be seen in Figure 9.

t < 12 × s(s + 1)

The above equation, if confirmed indicates that the model in Figure 9 is over identified:
t = items to be identified= 24 (12 ‘e’ + 9 factor loading + 3 latent variables)
s = number of observed variables (12)

24 < 78

Based on the above result, it is confirmed that the model (Figure 9) is over identified, meaning that
we have more than enough observed variables (12) to identify the unobserved items (24).
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Figure 9. Best fitting measurement model of interrelations among building occupants’ environmental
AKB after Step 3 (Final Measurement Model).

The list below checks all the parameters in Table 4 related to the data for Figure 9:

• 4 CMIN/DF is 1.273 which is a good fit.
• GFI is 0.954, which ranges between 0 and 1 and is completely satisfactory.
• AGFI is 0.922 and it is a good fit.
• IFI is 0.994 is within the range and closer to 1, which is a good fit.
• NFI is 0.974 and it is satisfactory.
• TLI is 0.992, which is within the range and is the best fit and satisfactory.
• CFI is 0.994, which is within the range and is a good fit.
• RFI is 0.962 and it is a good fit.
• RMR is 0.044 and it is within the range, while it is a better fit, as it is smaller and closer to 0.
• RMSEA is smaller than 0.08, at 0.037, which is a close fit. In Table 4, LO 90 is 0.000 and HI 90

is 0.063 which constitute the lower limit and upper limit of a 90% confidence interval for the
population value of RMSEA

• PRATIO is 0.697, which is smaller now, and indicates an acceptable fit.
• PGFI is 0.563, which is an acceptable fit.
• PNFI is 0.679, and as this is closer to 1, it is more acceptable.
• PCFI is 0.693, and it is satisfactory.
• PCLOSE is 0.777, which is now more than 0.05, RMSEA is 0.037, which is less than 0.05; therefore,

the hypothesised model (Figure 9) is confirmed, as it indicates all good fits.

The above list confirms that Figure 9 is a good model fit after three steps of modifications on
the model. This suggests the finding that many of the observed variables (questionnaire results) did not
measure their latent variable ‘Behaviour’. Therefore, occupants did not behave in an environemtally
friendly manner in all of their daily actions, despite having environmental knowledge, beliefs,
and attitudes.
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Table 4. Best fitting measurement model

CMIN CMIN DF P CMIN/DF
58.560 46 0.101 1.273

RMR, GFI RMR GFI AGFI PGFI
0.044 0.954 0.922 0.563

Baseline NFI RFI IFI TLI CFI
Comparisons 0.974 0.962 0.994 0.992 0.994

Parsimony-Adjusted PRATIO PNFI PCFI
Measures 0.697 0.679 0.693

RMSEA RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE
0.037 0.000 0.063 0.777

4.4. The Structural Model

The interrelationships among unobserved/latent variables and their observed/measured variables
were analysed to reach the best fitting measurement model (Figure 9, Table 4). At this stage, where we
are confident that the observed variables support their latent variables, we are now ready to create the
structural model to identify and verify the interrelationships between latent/unobserved variables.
For the latent variables, the direction of the arrows from Attitude and Knowledge toward Behaviour
and the correlating arrows between Knowledge and Attitude were determined based on the literature
review [5,10,20,60]. The observed variables remain the same as in Figure 9, as their interrelationship
with their latent variables are confirmed in Table 4.

The structural model is a hypothesized/conceptualised model that defines interrelationships
among the latent (unobserved) variables only, and describes how particular latent variables directly or
indirectly influence other latent variables in the model [58]. The resultant structural model is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Best fitting structural model.

In Table 5, which is the result for Figure 10, the estimate for regression weight, covariance
and correlation are all below 0.40, without a significant p-value (the p-value indicates whether an
observation results due to random occurrences or occurs due to a change that was made). This is
because estimate values equal to or greater than 0.40 with a significant p-value < 0.05 indicate strong
measurement, while values closer to 1 indicate a stronger measurement [42]. A smaller p-value <
0.05 is at the level of significance and indicates that there is stronger evidence, assuming that the null
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hypothesis is true. The only estimated values with significant p-values were those for Knowledge
variance at 0.952, and that for ATTITUDE variance at 1.033. Therefore, the interrelationships were not
very significant among these three latent variables.

Table 5. Estimates/scalar estimates/maximum likelihood estimates.

Regression Weights Estimate S.E. C.R. P
BEHAVIOUR <– KNOWLEDGE −0.038 0.065 −0.587 0.557
BEHAVIOUR <– ATTITUDE −0.006 0.065 −0.086 0.931

Covariances Estimate S.E. C.R. P
ATTITUDE <–> KNOWLEDGE 0.028 0.074 0.379 0.705

Correlations Estimate
ATTITUDE <–> KNOWLEDGE 0.028

Variances Estimate S.E. C.R. P
ATTITUDE 1.033 0.205 5.030 ***
KNOWLEDGE 0.952 0.101 9.406 ***

*** p-value is significant.

The standard errors (S.E.) do not present any extremely large or small values (outliers), and as
suggested by Byrne (2010) [42], the model is a reasonably good fit; on the other hand, (S.E.) should not be
an extremely small value close to zero, as this indicates a poor model based on the explanation by Bentler
et al. (1980) [42,55]. The critical ratios (CR) present small and/or negative values for regression weight,
covariance, and correlation, and were only high for KNOWLEDGE and ATTITUDE variance; therefore,
no correlations between the latent variables were totally supported. In other words, there are no strong
interrelationships among AKB in this research, as the figures on the arrows between the latent variables
would need to be closer to 0.1; however, each of them is supported by its observed variables and GOF
indices in Table 6 (GOF measures), which is discussed in Section 5 of this paper.

Table 6. Summary of GOF measurement results: (i) conceptual (ii) best fitting measurement and
structural models.

GOF
Measures

GOF Measures (Recommended)
Conceptual

Measurement Model
Best Fitting Measurement &

Structural Model

CMIN/DF 1 (very good)–2 (threshold) 6.187 1.273

RMSEA >0.05 (very good)–0.1 (threshold) 0.160 0.037

RMR 0–1 (Smaller values = better fit) 0.133 0.044

GFI 0 (no fit)–1 (perfect fit) 0.478 0.954

CFI 0 (no fit)–1 (perfect fit) 0.412 0.994

IFI 0 (no fit)–1 (perfect fit) 0.417 0.994

TLI 0 (no fit)–1 (perfect fit) 0.372 0.992

5. Discussion

The results from the survey analysis revealed that the occupants were aware of climate change,
and that the majority believed that it was either a major or minor threat. Most of them also confirmed
that their high energy consumption could have negative impact on the climate change. However, these
attitudes and beliefs were not transformed into environmentally friendly behaviour. For example, when
they were asked if they used their washing machine economically, the majority answered occasionally
or never. This demonstrated a lack of interrelationship between occupant Attitude, Knowledge and
Behaviour (AKB).

To explore this further, an in-depth investigation of the interrelationships among different
latent/unobserved variables (AKB) was carried out based on their indicators/observed variables (survey
questionnaire results) using SEM.

After several iterations, the model depicted in Figure 10 was the best conceptualised
structural model. Even though the structural model was designed based on other existing
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research findings, interrelationships with a statistical significance level of p < 0.05 were rejected
in this research.

Table 6 compares the GOF measurements for the three models for: (i) conceptual
measurement model, (ii) the best fitting measurement and structural model. It can be seen that
there is a remarkable improvement in the outcome of the best fit measurement model compared to the
conceptual model, where the GOF does not change for the best fitting structural model, as there are no
further changes in the observed variables from the best fitting measurement model. Even though the
structural model was a good fit, the interrelationships between AKB were not strong, and therefore,
we further reviewed the factor loading between AKB (Table 5). The key difference between Figures 9
and 10 is:

• Behaviour does not affect Attitude or Knowledge, while in Figure 9, they are all interrelated and
affect each other, as it was a measurement model.

• The authors made one-way relationships from Attitude and Knowledge to Behaviour; therefore,
Behaviour is endogenous. As shown by the arrows in Figure 10, Attitude to Behaviour has a
value of −0.01, and Knowledge to Behaviour has a value of −0.04. Based on this data, their
interrelationship is not significant.

These results indicate a lack of statistically significant interrelationships among the
latent/unobserved variables AKB; however, good model fit was achieved. The insignificant
interrelationships among the latent/unobserved variables can viewed as people with good knowledge
not necessarily behaving in an environmentally friendly manner; although there are interrelationships
among their AKB (confirmed as good model fit in Table 6), the factor loading in Figure 10 among
these three latent variables AKB is not close to 0.1. On the other hand, in Table 5, the estimates for
regression weight, covariance and correlation are all below 0.40, with insignificant p-values.

Another important finding from this part of the research analysis and results revealed that
appropriate attitudes and certain beliefs among the occupants did not necessarily influence their
environmental behaviour. Although Figures 9 and 10 are good fit measurements and structural models,
respectively, these models were achieved after eliminating some of the observed variables
(energy-related behaviours) in order to achieve good model fit in step 1 of the modification process.
This was based on the comments from the questionnaire, which indicated that although the majority of
the respondents were aware of the need for energy conservation due to the threat of climate change,
they still behaved in an un-environmentally friendly manner, e.g., by running the washing machine on
a setting higher than on eco-mode, or by leaving the tap on while brushing their teeth. This implies
that the environmental behaviour of occupants is not in line with their knowledge and attitudes, as
they are not careful with their water and electricity consumption. This uncovers the scope to further
identify effective motivational factors in order to reinforce the interrelationships among unobserved
variables in order to develop a model that could influence occupant behaviour. One of the strongest
motivational factors could be a cash incentive; however, this factor might not be the most powerful
motivational factor for occupants in Dubai, due to the salary-to-energy bill ratio, which is affordable for
its residents. Future work needs to incorporate reinforcing factors in the best fitting structural model
(Figure 10) designed in this study to strengthen AKB interrelationships with the aim of improving the
environmental behaviour of building occupants.

6. Conclusions

Increasing energy consumption and the resultant carbon emissions in residential buildings is
becoming a critical issue that should be focused upon to achieve a green built environment and to
mitigate global warming. Green rating systems such as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) and many others are being actively practised in various regions of the world that aspire
to achieve energy savings, reductions in carbon emissions, and occupant satisfaction. There is however,
still a considerable performance gap which exists between energy consumption as-designed and the
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one in the actual buildings. Occupant behaviour accounts for one of the major reasons behind the
significant uncertainty regarding building energy use. Little is known about how the occupants of
these buildings cause the performance gap.

Green building initiatives, such as LEED and many other good practices, are now regulated
by the UAE government in an attempt to achieve energy conservation, sustainability, health,
and environmental and economic benefits. The key research question was whether the occupants of
these buildings have the knowledge required to change and/or improve their environmental behaviour
in order to achieve energy savings, and whether their beliefs and attitudes could lead them towards
greener behaviour. The main novelties and objectives of the present work can be summarized as:

Data was collected from four LEED-certified multi-residential buildings in Dubai, UAE to better
understand occupant behaviour and their level of involvement in building operations. A total of
203 occupants responded to the survey with valid answers, resulting in a response rate of 76.6%.
Survey data was initially tested using SPSS statistics software to obtain descriptive statistics, frequencies,
and means. Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was then used to perform an in-depth analysis of the
interrelationships between the three unobserved/latent variables—occupant environmental Attitude,
Knowledge and Behaviour (AKB)—based on the observed/measured variables (survey data).

The comparison between the conceptual measurement model and the best fit measurement and
structural models revealed significant improvement in all parameters. The final parameters fell within
the GOF range, i.e., CMIN/DF improved from 6.187 to 1.273, RESEA from 0.160 to 0.037, RMR from
0.133 to 0.044, GFI from 0.478 to 0.954, CFI from 0.412 to 0.994, IFI from 0.417 to 0.994, and finally TLI
from 0.372 to 0.992. On the other hand, the final regression weight from Knowledge to Behaviour
was 0.557, and that from Attitude to Behaviour was 0.931; in both cases, the p-value was not less
than 0.05, and therefore no significant interrelationship exists between them.

For the best fitting structural model, the estimates for regression weights, covariances and
correlations were all below 0.40, without a significant p-value. The standard errors (S.E.) at 0.065
indicated that the model provided a reasonably good fit, as it was between 0 and 1, although being
closer to zero indicates a poorer model, based on the explanation by Bentler et al. (1980) [42,55].
The critical ratios (CR) were either small or negative values, e.g., Attitude to Behaviour was -0.086,
and the value for covariances among Attitude and Knowledge was 0.379. The CR was only high for
variances for Knowledge, at 5.030, and for Attitude, at 9.406, thus indicating none of the correlations
between the latent variables were totally supported.

These results indicate a lack of statistically significant interrelationships between the
latent variables; however, a significant relationship exists between the latent and the
measured/observed variables. In other words, occupants with good attitudes do not necessarily behave
in an environmentally friendly manner. Well-fit measurements and structural models were obtained,
but only after the elimination of observed variables related to electricity and water consumption in
Step 1 of the modification (as explained in Section 5). This reflects the fact that occupant environmental
behaviour is not in line with design intent and confirms that “the occupants of the LEED-certified buildings
in UAE are not motivated to behave in an environmentally friendly manner”, by showing the insignificant
relationship between the latent variables, AKB.

Since there is no apparent attention being paid to, or concern being expressed with respect to,
occupant behaviour in the post-occupancy phase, it is suggested that the LEED-certification process
should include a recommissioning/recertification phase after occupancy that includes occupant
behaviour measurements and revision. Some of the real potential applications of the developed
methodology, for instance, could be a public organisation and/or governmental authority in charge of
energy efficiency in the built environment to review and monitor the interrelationships among AKB
in the building’s occupants to provide revisions to LEED, rather than changing the LEED process,
which is intended to value the work carried out during construction and design of the buildings.

The research findings present a logical guide and a well-fitting structural model (Figure 10),
which can form the basis for the development of a Building Occupant Environmental Behaviour
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model through the inclusion of motivational factors to trigger environmentally friendly actions
and influence behaviour. It is accepted that today it is quite possible to produce an eco-friendly
green building; however, it is also a priority need to adopt practices such as Soft Landings [63,64]
in order to involve industry professionals and educate occupants with the aim of improving and
altering their behaviour in an environmentally friendly fashion to achieve potential energy savings in
their buildings.
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Abstract: The island of Sark, located in the English Channel, has endured an electricity distribution
crisis for the past few years, resulting in high electricity costs almost six times higher than UK
mainland energy prices. This article is focused on a methodology for finding the best renewable
energy system with the lowest levelized cost of energy (LCOE) in comparison to the current energy
rate of 66 p/kWh. Three different main cases of study have been compared in performance for different
levels of renewable energy integration and energy storage, evaluating the estimated size of the system,
installation cost and CO2 emissions. The results, which depend on the assumptions outlined, show
that Case 2 renewable energy generation system is the most suitable in terms of reduction of CO2

emissions and expected earnings from a lower LCOE. Uncertainty in the results could be minimized
if actual data from the island is made available by following the same methodology to find the best
solution to the island’s current energy generation problem. Due to non-available data for the load
profiles and wind velocity a set of assumption were required to be implemented. As such, two
different load profiles were selected—one with a peak of energy consumption in winter and the other
with a summer peak.

Keywords: photovoltaic; wind energy; storage; islanded systems

1. Introduction

There is a global challenge to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission to the environment by
2050. For this reason, the UK has committed to decrease GHG emissions by 80% compared to 1990
levels [1] and to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050. Two main trends to reduce emissions are to
either reduce the carbon intensity of electricity generation by introducing more renewable or low-carbon
generation systems, and the other is to reduce average and peak consumption, usually achieved by
enhancing the efficiency of the overall distribution system and by influencing consumption patterns.

Due to this challenge, there has been an accelerated increase of renewable energy installation
in the past 10 years, boosted by a variety of factors like governmental incentives, a drastic drop in
manufacturing prices, and technological maturity that helps drive the price of projects lower. With all
these advantages, the cost of renewable energies can help reduce overall generating cost.

The growth of renewable energy generation needs to be monitored because a high penetration of
renewable energy sources into the grid can create instability resulting in issues with the frequency
control and response issues. Furthermore, the intermittent nature of renewables like solar and wind
directly affects the grid stability. This effect is even more severe on small islanded systems without
interconnection to other generation or loads that can absorb the energy generation surplus.
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Energy storage helps to balance the grid by reshaping supply and demand patterns by storing the
energy and enabling its use at a later time. There are many different types of energy storage methods,
such as mechanical (hydroelectric, pumped-storage, compressed air, etc.), thermal (sensible heat, latent
heat, etc.), and electrochemical.

The scope of this study is to validate the feasibility of introducing renewable energy penetration to
cover the island’s current and near future energy needs, comparing a variety of parameters concerning
the installation and sizing. The outcomes of the followed methodology are validated by evaluating key
control parameters for each individual scenario considered. Those control values are the installation
cost, CO2 emissions, levelized cost of energy, and the return of investment [2].

This article is focused on finding the best renewable energy system with the lowest LCOE in
comparison to the current energy cost of 66 p/kWh [3]. Based on educated assumptions in addition
to data analysis and manipulation, we estimate an optimal integration of wind and solar as primary
renewable energies with an energy storage system (if required) to stabilize the grid.

Furthermore, besides a high level of performance, the study compares the financial viability of
the generation system to obtain a LCOE lower than the actual cost the energy of 66 p/kWh. This article
also relates to the goal of the Sark Island energy commissioner on the price control order aiming to
achieve an energy cost reduction to 56 p/kWh for the island.

The scope for this article is limited to

• Estimate the island energy profile and different generation systems based on available data and
system comparison;

• Use a combination of wind, solar, and battery storage with the current energy system and calculate
the technical and financial feasibility assuming a 20-year lifespan;

• Showcase the advantages and disadvantages for three different case studies with different
installation costs and operational implications; and

• Use a simplified levelized cost of energy (LCOE) estimation to compare the feasibility of the system.

The main advances of this research, related to different studies conducted in this area, were

(1) This study used all of the available data and implemented educated assumptions to estimate data
that were not available (load, wind velocity). Data analysis and manipulation were carried out to
estimate an optimal integration of wind and solar as primary renewable energies with an energy
storage system to stabilize the grid, if required.

(2) The worst-case scenario was used for the load, running two highly different load profiles with
peaks in winter and summer. Only the latter is presented here.

(3) This method takes an hourly data analysis of the variation on the state of charge of the battery for
the complete year with the help of three energy generation systems to keep the battery charged.

(4) The validation was based on the use of a theoretical wind velocity estimation using the Rayleigh
distribution function from the 2013–2019 data sets.

(5) Monthly solar irradiation values available from NASA daily data were used for Sark Island.
Those data were decomposed in hourly values by the present team.

(6) Using MATLAB coding, the available data is analyzed in hourly and 15 min intervals to calculate
the optimal battery size and auxiliary energy generation require (gas or diesel) to keep the batteries
in a good state. Dalton et al. [4] based their research on the calculation of a medium-sized energy
generation system by applying all the calculations using Homer software (Hybrid Optimization
Models for Energy Resources) power optimization software by NREL (National Renewable
Energy Laboratory). In contrast, the method applied in this research are more open to variabilities
and adjustment due to the use of our own coding and calculation algorithms to find the most
cost-effective system for an entire island.
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(7) The sensitivity analysis in this article evaluates more than 40 different scenarios to compare and
validate the best energy mix for the island. Moreover, the way that it is implemented enables the
coding to be used to calculate the same output for any other new set of data.

2. Background

The island of Sark, located in the English Channel in the Bay of St Malo, is enduring an electricity
distribution crisis. The issue relates to high electricity costs of almost six times higher than UK mainland
energy costs. Sark electricity, the island’s privately owned energy generation entity, has warned that a
reduction in the electricity price could result in a permanent shutdown of energy generation.

The island’s independent energy commissioner has objected to the high electricity cost of
66 p/kWh [5] and ordered the reduction of the energy price to 52 p/kWh in a Price Control Order [4].
However, this is still much higher than the UK average of 14 p/kWh.

As a response, Sark Electricity claimed that, if the price reduction is applied, they would lose
£20,000 a month. The increase of energy prices has been attributed to a lower demand, forcing an
increase in cost to be able to cover the capital cost of its operation. The island government is trying to
reach an agreement to buy off the company from the Gordon-Brown Brothers.

The price control law also aims to reduce the cost to 52 p/kWh from August 2018 to 2019 and
then reduce it to a minimum of 49 p/kWh from 2019 to 2020. With the current untaxed diesel cost of
42 p/l [3], this goal is difficult to obtain. For that reason, an alternate renewable energy generation
system is evaluated to partially or completely generate the energy that the island requires.

3. Methodology

Figure 1 shows the step-by-step workflow diagram with the input data that initially is stored and
organized differently with different times between measurements. A brief introduction to the structure
of the data, the process to clean it and calculate the values will be presented here.

The methodology was divided in the following four sections:

3.1. Data Research, Calculations and Estimations Analysis

The first part has been to acquire the different sets of data for the island, including load
(consumption), wind speed, and solar irradiance, in order to calculate the output and the integrations
of the different scenarios. The only calculation in this section is for the solar power output for a single
solar panel using standardized data in kWh per 10 min measurement intervals.

3.2. Data Processing

The data processing consists of data cleaning from any the missing or out of range/corrupt data
values. Then, the solar and load files have been calculated at 10 min interval values to have more
accurate results for the sizing of the battery banks.

3.3. Case Studies

To find the best solution for the island’s actual energy requirements, a set of three different main
case studies are compared in terms of the performance and integration of the renewable energy, the
estimated size of the system, installation cost, and the CO2 emission.

• Case 1: 100% Renewable energy generation system with energy storage. A purely wind energy
generation (500 kW) and an oversized battery bank.

• Case 2: Gen-set and renewable energy generation system with energy storage; 500 kW wind
turbine with the addition of using the small generator of 375 KVA to charge the battery when
renewable energy is insufficient.
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• Case 3: 40% Renewable energy penetration. Mix of solar and wind to have a more stable energy
output during the day when the peak on the load occurs with a 150 kW wind turbine and 150 kWp
solar-PV system.

3.4. Economical and CO2 Emissions

One of the main benefits of renewable generation installation is reducing the carbon intensity
of the grid. For the UK climate, photovoltaic installations have a carbon intensity of 41 gCO2e/kWh,
which is below the UK 2030 target [6]. From a life cycle study on onshore wind turbines, the carbon
intensity is around 60 gCO2e/kWh [7] (Table 1).

Using MATLAB data analysis for each case, the required installed system capacity has been
obtained for the annual energy output and used to compare the CO2 emissions and the economic
viability of the designed system (Figure 1).
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Run
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End
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Figure 1. Workflow diagram. Data treatment and MATLAB code processing and results.
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Table 1. Renewable energy CO2 emissions.

Renewable Energy CO2 Emissions

CO2 Emissions

Solar Photovoltaics panels 41 kgCO2/MWh

Wind turbine 60 kgCO2/MWh

Lithium Battery storage 150 kgCO2/MWh

Diesel Generator 458 kgCO2/MWh

4. Data Research and Processing (Section I and II of the Methodology)

4.1. Load Consumption Estimation

From an official report from the electricity commissioner, the annual total consumption of the
island is 1600 mWh/year [3]. Moreover, the hourly consumption profile was chosen to be similar to the
United Kingdom as an approximation due to the comparable annual temperature profiles (Figure 2),
where the ambient temperature can relate the peak of consumption being in winter [8].

Figure 2. Annual temperature comparison between the UK and Sark Island [9].

Selecting the UK as the characteristic consumption profile for the Sark Island, the first step was to
upload the data in MATLAB and clean all the missing point of measures in one-hour intervals. The
data was cleaned, and the mean for each hour was calculated between the three years of data available
(2013, 2014, and 2015). The data was downloaded from the Entsoe (European Network of Transmission
System Operators) [10].

The next step was to adjust the annual UK load (292.70 GWh/Year) to the annual load of the island
of 1.6 GWh/year. A correction factor (IS-CF1) has been used to reduce total energy consumed and
applied to all the data set (Equation (1)).

ISCF1 =
Sark Island Annual Consumption

(
mWh
Year

)
UK Annual Consumtion

(
mWh
Year

) = 0.0055 (1)

Figure 3 shows the new adjusted consumption after the correction factor was applied. As a
final step in the load analysis, the two most representative days where plotted. The worst day of
winter required a load of 286 kW. This step also confirms that the data estimates comply with the
actual generator working on Sark Island, with a capacity of 600 kW [11]. On the other hand, this also
shows the lowest consumption of 108.6 kW for the summer day with the least generation required.
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Using these two values, the highest generation requirement for the system of battery storage and the
minimum energy that needs to be supply at all times can be determined (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Annual energy consumption for the UK [10].

Figure 4. Daily energy consumption profile from Sark Island.

4.2. Wind Generation Estimation

One of the biggest challenges in this research was access to accurate data. To be able to get wind
data in 10 minutes interval measurement, the monthly data available has been compared using data
from NASA [9] for the location of Sark Island latitude and longitude (49.432–2.36) and a set of available
data from North Mains of Cononsyth farm located in Arbroath, Aberdeenshire (56.30–2.44) in the
required measurement intervals. Figure 5 shows the close monthly mean between the two locations
with an average 10% deviation of the wind speed.
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Figure 5. Mean wind velocity at 10 m.

4.2.1. Cononsyth Farm Wind Data Analysis

From available data of 10 minutes interval reading from a weather station installed on the
Cononsyth Farm premise, we produced the following study for the wind behaviors and the direct
output of the installed 330 Enercon wind turbine. To validate the use of a theorical wind velocity
estimation, a Rayleigh distribution function ((Equation (2)) was applied to the data set from 2013 to
2019 (Figure 6) and then compared to the theorical one (Figure 7).

S = Û
( 2
π

)0.5
; P(U) =

U

S2 exp
(
− U2

2S2

)
, (2)

where

U =wind speed;
Û = annual mean wind speed.

Figure 6. Rayleigh distribution function (2013–2019).
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Figure 7. Comparison between Rayleigh distribution function and theorical function.

It is shown that there is a close relation between the theorical curve and the actual wind speed
behavior on the island. Compared with the Sark Island distribution analysis, a variance of the
peak wind speed can be appreciated. For Sark, the mean is 4.2 m/s, versus a mean of 6.4 m/s for
Cononsyth Farm.

4.2.2. Wind Turbine Power Output Calculation

As a demonstrative year, Figure 8 shows the power output of the 330 kW wind turbine for the
current 2019. Figure 9 shows the data sets for 2013, 2015 and 2018 output were also analyzed and
included in the mean.

Figure 8. Power output for Enercon 330 kW (2019).
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Figure 9. Data set for 2013, 2015, and 2018.

Comparing the manufacturer expected power output for the wind turbine and the actual generation
capacity demonstrates a close relation between the theorical and real turbine capacity. To be able to
have a flexibility in the combination of power to be installed four wind turbines have been selected
with different generation capacities, hub height, and cut in and cut off wind velocities. Table 2 shows
the basic data of the turbines.

Table 2. Technical data for Wind turbines [12].

Technical Data

Specification
HUMMER

H13.2-20 kW
AERODAN 75/15 AN Bonus 150/30

ATB RIVA
CALZONI 500.54

Rated Power (kW) 20 75 150 500

Rotor Diameter (m) 13.2 17 23 54

Hub Height (m) 35 23 30/40 50

N◦. Blades 3 3 3 3

Swept Area (m2) 136.9 227.0 415.0 2290.0

Cut-in Wind Speed
(m/s) 3.0 5.0 3.5 3.5

Cut-out Wind
Speed (m/s) 25 25 25 25

Figure 10 depicts the fitted curve equation from the set of point from the manufacture power
curve in the datasheet. The wind speed was measured at 10 m height and adjusted to the velocity
as required by the hub of the wind turbine, from the set of turbines selected the wind speeds where
adjusted to a hub height of 35 m and 50 m. This was calculated by applying the Hellman coefficient
correction for the wind speed at hub height (Equation (3)) [6].

Vh2 = V10 ×
(h2

10

)α
, (3)

where

Vh2 = velocity of the wind (m/s), at height h2;
V10 = velocity of the wind (m/s), at height h10 = 10 m;
α = Hellmann coefficient, in this case 0.11.
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Figure 10. The 150 kW power curve fitted equation.

Finally, to calculate the power output of the wind turbine, Equation (3) was used and the new
velocity at the hub height using the MATLAB function “Spline” to obtain all the individual values in
10 min intervals of recorded wind speed (Equation (4)).

PWind = spline
(
Vturb, Y150, Vh2

)
, (4)

where

Vturb = known wind velocity from turbine power curve (m/s);
Y150 = known power output for the standard wind velocity (Vturb) (kW);
Vh2 = Sark calculated wind velocity at the hub height required.

Figure 11 shows the output for the 150 kW wind turbine with the result of Equation (4). As
expected, in the summer days of the year, there is a lower wind speed close to the cut-in speed as can
be observed within the red square (1) in Figure 11. As a final representation of the power output of the
turbine, a representative two-day time span is plotted with the 10 min intervals data in the next graph
for a typical day of summer and winter.

For the selected 150 kWp wind turbine system size, the annual generation is 483.5 mWh/year.

CF =
Wind annual energy generated

(
mWh
year

)
Rated peak power (kW) × 24 h× 365 day

=
483.5 mWh

year

1314.0 mWh
year

= 36.79 (5)

From this value, the capacity factor (CF) for the installation in Sark Island was calculated, resulting
in a 36.79% capacity factor. The UK standard CF is 31% [13]. The higher value for this island is expected
due to the location of the turbine where a CF closer to an offshore wind turbine is characteristic.
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Figure 11. Sark Island 150 kW turbine power output.

4.3. Solar PV Generation

The data parameter needed to calculate the PV energy generation for a specific location have been
acquired from the NASA [9] website utilizing the Sark Island latitude and longitude (49.432–2.36) [14].
Table 3 shows the data for a standard day in each month for the maximum and minimum temperature,
the daily diffused (D) and global horizontal (G) irradiation.

Figure 12 shows Sark Island irradiance data from values of daily diffused (D) and horizontal (G)
irradiation from Table 3 using the EXCEL program to split the data into hourly IG and ID.

Table 3. NASA annual temperature and irradiance values of Sark Island.

Parameter Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Tmax 8.91 8.52 9.57 10.93 13.35 15.65 17.68 18.49 17.51 15.44 12.26 10.04

Tmin 6.84 6.33 7.19 8.39 10.74 13.13 15.18 16.08 15.17 13.22 10.22 7.97

ID 0.61 0.96 1.58 2.09 2.48 2.65 2.55 2.21 1.76 1.12 0.73 0.5

IG 0.94 1.70 2.90 4.61 5.94 6.27 6.10 5.22 3.84 2.14 1.18 0.74

Figure 12. Sark Island irradiance [9].

To obtain the best possible approximation of the solar panel energy production accurate hourly
data are required. In this case the hourly temperature equation (Equation (6)) was utilized in terms of
a Z-parameter from an ASHRAE estimated hourly computer model [15,16].
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Th = (Z× (Tmax − Tmin)) + Tmin, (6)

where

Th = temperature in any hour;
Tmax = daily maximum temperature;
Tmin = daily maximum temperature;
Z = ratio of hourly temperature variation.

The next step is to calculate the Slope Global Irradiance for each month on Sark Island using the
values of diffused (D) and global (G) irradiation [9] shown in Table 3. In addition, a Tilt inclination of
25◦ was selected with a south orientation of 180◦ to optimize the solar energy absorption. In order to
include the weather variation, the daily mean of three years’ worth of data has been obtained and used
to calculate a correction factor for each day. The corrected slope irradiance is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Sark Island corrected annual 25◦ slope irradiance.

Applying all the variables previously calculate for each hour of the day and taking into
consideration the variation on efficiency due to temperature and sizing of the system. The monthly
power output for a single PV panel had to be calculated (Equation (7)). The daily sum of the generation
can be observed in Figure 14.

Power out (Pout) = Cell Area × Global slope radiation× adjusted cell efficiency (7)

The adjusted cell efficiency, as defined by the Equation (8), which varies depending on the cell
temperature using the temperature coefficient (αp).

ηcell = ηstc

[
1 + αp(TC − Tc,stc)

]
, (8)

where

ηcell = solar cell temperature efficiency;
ηstc = efficiency under Standard Test Conditions and is 18.5%;
αp = temperature coefficient;
TC = cell temperature;
Tc,stc = cell temperature under standard test conditions.
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Figure 14. Sark Island PV power output.

The results for every hour in a month reveal a variation from the datasheet efficiency of 18.5%. The
cell efficiency varies from 19.20% to 21.63%. The solar data has been divided from one-hour intervals
to 10 min to standardize all the data sets. Figure 15 presents two days of summer (summer solstice—20
June to 21 June).

Figure 15. 1 kW Generation in 10 min intervals (20–21 June).

For the selected 1 kWp PV system size the annual generation is 1025.0 kWh/year.

CF =
Solar annual energy generated

(
mWh
year

)
Rated peak power (kW) × 24 h× 365 day

=
1.025 mWh

year

8.760 mWh
year

= 11.70 % (9)

From this value, the capacity factor (CF) for the installation in Sark Island was calculated, resulting
in an 11.70% capacity factor. The UK standard CF is 10.7% [17]. The higher value for the island is
expected due to lower altitude, translating into more irradiance per meter square.
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5. Cases of Study (Section III of the Methodology)

To find the best solution for the Sark Island actual energy requirements, a set of three different
main cases are going to be compared for performance and integration of the renewables energy, the
estimated size of the system, installation cost, and the CO2 emissions.

5.1. Case 1: 100% Renewable Penetration

Figure 16 shows a simplified connection diagram of Sark Island, where the blue dotted square
shows the existing diesel generators. The criteria to size this system was to be able to supply 100% of
the energy required by the island just with a mix of renewable energy. This article only contemplated
wind and solar as energy sources. The first step was to change the penetration of wind by using the
4 turbines output and add the required energy missing with the output of the 1 kWp PV system to size
the solar system as well to supply 100% of the annual energy of the load (1600 MWh/year) (Table 4).

Figure 16. Case 1. Simplified proposed connection diagram of Sark Island.

Table 4. Case 1: System size and production results.

Case 1: Energy Balanced

Scenario
N◦.

WTC
(kWp)

WTAEG
(mWh/year)

WEI
(%)

ESPVC
(kWp)

SPVAEG
(mWh/year)

PVEI
(%)

SIAEC
(MWh/Year)

1 40 211.42 13.2 1579.6 1388.58 86.8 1600.0

2 115 330.15 20.6 1444.5 1269.85 79.4 1600.0

3 150 555.15 34.7 1188.6 1044.85 65.3 1600.0

4 225 779.59 48.7 933.3 820.41 51.3 1600.0

5 245 885.30 55.3 813.0 714.70 44.7 1600.0

6 300 1110.29 66.4 557.1 489.71 30.6 1600.0

7 320 1216.00 76.0 436.8 384.00 24.0 1600.0

8 435 1514.99 94.6 97.5 85.71 5.4 1600.0

9 450 1665.44 104.1 0.0 0.00 0.0 1600.0

10 500 2425.84 151.6 0.0 0.00 0.0 1600.0

WTC =Wind turbine capacity; WTAEG =Wind turbine annual energy generation; WEI =Wind energy integration;
ESPVC = Estimated solar PV capacity; SPVAEG = Solar PV annual energy generation; PVEI = PV energy integration;
SIAEC = Sark Island annual energy consumption.
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With the size of the 10 different scenarios, the available energy at any given hour has been
calculated at hourly intervals by deducting the instantaneous load from the available renewable energy,
as shown in the next equation:

Energy Balance (kWh) =
[
(Ewind + Epv

)
− Eload], (10)

where

Ewind: Wind energy generation (kW);
Epv: Solar PV energy generation (kW);
Eload: Sark Island consumption (kW).

After, the energy balances with one-hour intervals have been added to calculate the available
energy to be stored in the battery (Equation (11)).

Battery Energy(kWh) = [Ebal1 + Ebal2], (11)

where

Ebal1: Initial Energy balance (kW);
Ebal2: next Energy balance (kW).

Then, the net energy for the battery has been calculated to have an annual net energy charge
and discharge rate for the system. Figures 17 and 18 show the results for each of the renewable
energy mixes.

Figure 17. Part 1: Energy balance per scenarios 1–5.
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Figure 18. Part 2: Energy balance per scenarios 6–10.

The results of these graphs showcase the charge and discharge rate expected for the characteristic
load of the island considering the specific renewable energy mix. The first five graphs have predominant
solar generation, which create a characteristic behavior of discharge rate on the winter days sections 1
and 3 and charge rate on the months with higher irradiance Section 2 (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Scenario 2: Energy balance.

On the other hand, a higher percentage of wind generation is shown to achieve a less demanding
energy system by reducing the time of constant discharge of the overall system. In scenario 6,
a combination of 69.4% of wind and 30.4% of solar generation results in smaller estimated battery
storage to deliver the energy during discharge periods. This assumption is based on the overall net
energy use in sections 1–3–5 and the much smaller discharge rate state in Section 4, as shown in
Figure 20.

In scenarios 7–9, the largest wind integration changes the time of discharge rate in summer days,
as shown in Section 3 of the Figure 21. The charge periods in sections 1 and 4 occur at higher constant
wind speeds.
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Finally, in scenario 10, a constant charge rate occurs due to the oversizing of the system with a
150% generation integration compared to the load. This scenario will have the smallest possible battery
storage needed at the cost of having over generation and energy loss (Figure 22).

After evaluating the system performance, the battery storage was designed on the worst-case
scenario (Figure 23). Each scenario has been compared to select the most ideal system for the island
utilizing the system configuration of Case 1.

Figure 20. Scenario 6: Energy balance.

Figure 21. Scenario 8: Energy balance.

Figure 22. Scenario 10: Energy balance.

Figure 23. Scenario 8: Annual load and renewable generation.
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5.2. Case II: Renewable Energy Generation and Battery—GenSet System

The second case study considers a mix or renewable energy generation and a battery storage
system (BSS) along with the existing diesel generation, which is necessary to reduce the size of the
battery bank in order to decrease the installation cost. The use of the small generator currently available
on the island could supply energy when the renewable sources are insufficient to supply the load and
recharge the batteries (Figure 24).

Figure 24. Case 2. Simplified connection diagram of Sark Island.

A minimum autonomy of one day (24 hours) has been assumed for the battery as an initial
design point along with a minimum SOC of 40% and a daily mean consumption for a day (Ereq2) of
4.38 MWh/day whilst, the same overall battery system efficiency was assumed as

New Battery Size (MWh) =
Ereq2 × (1 + SOC)

esyst
. (12)

The results for Equation (12) are a new battery bank of 7.22 MWh, with a reduction in size of
92% compared to the average size of the case 1 results. From the methodology section, a peak load
consumption of 295 kW was obtained and used to size the inverter considering an overrating of
1.3 times thus sizing the inverter at 383.5 kW. With the selected inverter and the battery size of the
system, the energy storage system of Autarsys has been selected. A system efficiency for charging and
discharging the battery storage of 85% [18] has been assumed.

As shown in Figure 25 the peak hours of consumption are between 8:00 and 23:00. The code has
been based on the same structure of the energy balance calculation for case 1 while adding the condition
of charging the battery at the minimum state of charge. The latter has been limited by the hours the
generator starting when the SOC is less than 50% and staying on until the battery is fully recharge.
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Figure 25. Mean hourly Sark Island consumption.

The best scenarios from the previous case (scenarios 6 and 10) have been re-evaluated in case 2
with the same battery storage capacity, while three more additional battery sizing scenarios have been
evaluated to compare the difference in cost and incidence of diesel generation.

The new scenarios are divided as follow (Table 5):

Table 5. Case 2. Scenario analysis.

Renewable Energy Systems Scenario N◦. Battery Size

Case 1. Scenario 6
557 kWp PV and

300 kW Wind

1 0.90

2 1.80

3 3.61

4 7.22

Case 1. Scenario 10 500 kW Wind

5 0.90

6 1.80

7 3.61

8 7.22

Only one scenario is hereby presented (Case 2, Scenario 6: 500 kW Wind + 1.80 MWh battery
storage) in order to avoid repetition and plotting similar figures with small variance.

Figure 26 shows the overall renewable energy surplus (waste) in comparison with the total amount
of energy required to recharge the battery by the generator. A distinctive behavior can be observed.
Due to reliance on wind generation an energy surplus is predicted in the coldest months, while between
May to October, the presence of the diesel generator is higher due to lower wind speeds.

The more representative month of October, chosen as a transitional month, has been plotted in
Figure 27 to provide further insight. In this month, the use of the generator to recharge the battery is
required at least twice per day for the worst day of renewable energy generation. This is important as
the cycling of the battery will affect the expected battery life of the system. Furthermore, the necessity
of the diesel generator is highlighted for recharging during those intervals due to insufficient renewable
energy. Finally, the annual energy balance for each scenario is compared in Table 4 and presented as a
comparative plot in Figure 28.
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Figure 26. Scenario 6: 500 kW wind turbine and 1.80 MWh battery storage annual results.

Figure 27. Scenario 6: 500 kW wind turbine and 1.80 MWh battery storage (October).
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The total renewable energy generation for each case can be observed along with the total energy
waste (surplus) and the required diesel energy generation, thus summarizing the results. Comparing
the two renewable generation systems, an average of 18% of the energy use in the system comes from
the generator. The notable difference in this analysis is the average energy waste between the two
energy systems. Case 1, scenario 6 has a 27% of energy waste in the year, versus the 73% was from
the case 2. The amount of cycles is dictated by the size of the battery bank and not by the renewable
energy generation profile. From this, the smaller size 0.9 MWh of storage will cycle four times a day,
resulting in a short expected battery life of approximately seven years. This translates into the need of
three battery bank replacements and re-investment in the 20 years analysis. For the next battery size
of 1.80, the expected battery life would be approximately 14 years, so it will need two installations.
Finally, the last two battery sizes have 1 and 0.5 cycles per day, which results in an expected battery life
of more than 20 years (Table 6).

Figure 28. Case 2, Scenario 7: Annual energy balance.

Table 6. Case 2: Renewable generation, diesel output, and battery performance per storage size.

RS
Scenario

N◦.
BS

(MWh)
SIC

(MWh/year)
RG

(MWh/year)
EW

(MWh/year)
GD

(MWh/year)
CPY

GAU
(Hours)

WDAC

Case 1.
Scenario

6.

1 0.90 1600.0 1681.18 518.89 285.7 354 866 4.0

2 1.80 1600.0 1681.21 489.85 332.2 290 1,007 2.0

3 3.61 1600.0 1681.29 414.30 291.3 266 883 1.0

4 7.22 1600.0 1681.37 331.43 229.6 184 696 0.5

Case 1.
Scenario

10

5 0.90 1600.0 2424.60 1245.90 286.1 287 867 4.0

6 1.80 1600.0 2424.65 1194.43 312.1 245 946 2.0

7 3.61 1600.0 2424.69 1152.20 307.8 175 933 1.0

8 7.22 1600.0 2424.76 1083.22 255.7 156 775 0.5

RS = Renewable system; BS = Battery size; SIC = Sark Island consumption; RG = Renewable generation; EW =
Energy waste; GD = Genset-Diesel; CPY = Cycles per year; GAU = Generator annual use; WDAC =Worst day
amount of cycles.

5.3. Case III: 40% Renewable Penetration

For this case, the connection of the system considers one of the smaller generators of 375 KVA
working in parallel with the renewable generation system without requiring the use of a battery bank
(Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Case 3. Simplified connection diagram of Sark Island.

In the final case study, the renewable energy system was sized to supply an average 40% of the
load with a wind-only renewable generation supply. This assumption is based on the requirement of
a minimum constant output of the diesel generator (in this case, 20% of the nominal load) to work
under a high efficiency of 92%. Additionally, it can provide ancillary services as a grid stabilization
as well as supplying the load when a shortage of renewable energy is present. Furthermore, from
the results of case 1 and the load analysis for case 2, a combination of wind and solar generation
systems is more suitable for the weather conditions of the island, the estimated consumption, and the
energy profile. This is because of the higher demand during cold months, where the wind generation
is more stable and solar could aid in the reduction of daytime energy demand peaks. It is important to
note that this selection has been purely based on the estimated load profile assumed for the island.
Considering the island conditions and the relative price of renewable generation, a trend is revealed
toward lower prices for higher energy integration in the system. Thus, a 75% wind integration and
25% solar integration is presented for this case study.

The wind turbine has been sized at 150 kW, generating on average 555.15 MWh/year, and the
solar PV at 150 kWp of installed capacity generating 153.84 MWh/year, of which 6% is expected to be
lost as over generation (surplus), resulting in a net renewable energy use of 620 MWh/year, this being
approximately 39 % of the total energy supply (Figure 30).

Figure 30. Annual energy generation and integration.
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To assess the generation behavior for the best-case and the worst-case scenarios, a monthly energy
balance percentage has been plotted representing the renewable integration for each system and the
energy waste (Figures 31 and 32).

Figure 31. Case 3: First half of the year energy balance.

Figure 32. Case 3: Second half of the year energy balance.

The results show that the worst month for renewable energy generation would be October (with
the lowest energy losses). The month with highest generation and energy integration is the month
of January. It is important to notice that, even though this month requires more diesel generation,
the energy surplus is lower than the month of December due to the increase of the load in the month
of January.

For the month of January, the wind speed is fairly stable, with just a couple of day with speeds
lower than the cut-in speed of the turbine, thus having a renewable energy output of effectively 0 kW.
This has been taken into account, with the diesel generator previously working only at 20 % of its
nominal capacity. During the remaining days, the wind generation is enough to supply the load and
have an average 3% energy surplus. Another important aspect for this month is the supply of the load
by renewable energy generation with an integration of 47% of the consumption. The energy currently
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wasted in this design could be reduced if the load increases in the following years. Also, the biggest
energy surplus occurs in the night hours; this is related to the energy profile estimated for this island,
where the biggest consumption peak occurs in the day (Figure 33).

Figure 33. Case 3: January energy balance.

The month of October has a bigger diesel generation ratio with 78% cover of the load and an almost
constant low generation with more than five consecutive days without any generation. A potential
solution for this month would be the integration of solar generation, but as explained in previous cases,
the sizing of the PV system would have to be oversized to have a significant improvement (Figure 34).

Figure 34. Case 3: September energy balance.

6. Economical and CO2 Emissions (Section IV of the Methodology)

6.1. Case I: 100% Renewable Penetration

The installation cost for each scenario can be calculated and compared as well as the CO2 emissions
(Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Case 1: Installation cost and O & M (Operations and Maintenance).

In case 1, the most economical system able to supply 100% renewable energy generation and
distribution is scenario 10—installing a 500 kW wind turbine with no solar integration. It is important
to note that, in case 6, the second lowest installation cost is the energy balance of approximately 70%
wind and 30% solar generation.

For this case study, the results, shown in Figure 36 reveal that the CO2 emissions are almost similar
between all the scenarios, with an average of 58 gCO2/ kWh and a maximum deviation of 12% for the
output obtained in scenario 9. This is because of the massive size of storage required to supply the
load in the summer months.

Figure 36. Case 1: CO2 renewable energy mix emissions.

If we only take into account the cost of installation, the solution would be to install the oversized
system in scenario 10, with a 500 kW wind turbine resulting in an annual over generation of 151%.
This reduce the battery bank size to the minimum value for this condition due to the positive energy
balance throughout the year, as shown in Figure 22.

The battery size to be able to deliver a 100% renewable system with only a combination of PV,
wind and battery storage results in the requirement of a battery bank that is both oversized and features
extreme rates of discharge during prolonged periods resulting in the battery installation cost being
approximately 98% of the total investment. For this reason, in the second case study, the generation
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system in scenario 6 has been combined with the existing diesel generator on Sark Island to reduce
in size the required battery storage. Scenario 6 has been chosen as an initial design point due to the
lowest installation cost and the most stable energy balance with the lowest discharge rate period, as
shown in Figure 20.

The scenario also allows for comparison of the benefits of a more distributed energy generation
between summer and winter, reducing the necessity of over generation.

6.2. Case II: New Battery Sizing

The results in this case reveal that the difference among the installation cost from the smaller
system is less than 17% but having the additional difficulty due to the need to change the battery bank
every seven years, resulting in an unsuitable system (Figure 37). The installation difficulty due to the
additional cost of transportation required has not been contemplated in this comparison. The ideal
system solution from the results is a battery size of 3.61 MWh because of the expected storage battery
life of 20 years.

Figure 37. Case 2: Installation cost for the overall system.

For this case study, the results, shown in Figure 38, reveal that the CO2 emissions are similar
between all the scenarios, with an average of 140.1 gCO2/ kWh and a maximum deviation of 22%
for the output obtained in scenario 2. This is because of the additional use of the diesel generator
compared to the other scenarios.

Figure 38. Case 2: CO2 renewable energy mix emissions.
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6.3. Case III: 40% Renewable Penetration

As a final case evaluation, the scenarios with the best performance for each individual case have
been assessed in order to compare the different advantages and disadvantages for each solution.

When only evaluating the installation cost, case 1 makes the investment cost extremely high due
to the size of the battery bank. Compared with the second case this is more than 10 times the cost.
Additionally, the difference in cost for case 2 and case 3 is insignificant when compared to case 1.
In order to be able to properly compare the scenarios’ economic feasibility, the cost of O & M in a
20-year analysis was required. From this, it can be shown that the diesel operational cost is going to be
around 14 million pounds for 20 years. With a simple analysis, case 1 can be discarded due to high
installation cost, while it is assumed that all the diesel running cost will return just 50% of the initial
investment. Finally, if the same simplified return on investment is applied to cases 2 and 3, a 100%
return of investment is obtained at 5.8 years for case 2 and 2.58 years for case 3.

CO2 emissions for the current energy generation is estimated from the average GHG emission of a
diesel generator to around 458 gCO2/kWh. For case 1 a reduction of to 86% can be expected compared
to case 2, where the reduction will be of 71%. For the case 3, with the lowest investment cost, a high
emission rating is expected due to the continuous use of diesel as the main energy source, reducing
just 20% of the actual emissions (Figure 39).

(a) (b) 

Figure 39. Case 3: Installation cost comparison (a); Case 3: 20-year O & M (b).

7. Discussion

7.1. Case 1: 100% Renewable Penetration

If only taking into account the cost of installation, the solution would be to install the oversized
system in scenario 10, with a 500 kW wind turbine resulting in an annual over generation of 151%. This
reduces the battery bank size to the minimum value due to the positive energy balance throughout the
year, as shown in Figure 22.

The battery size to be able to deliver a 100% renewable system with only a combination of PV,
wind, and battery storage resulting in the requirement of a battery bank that is oversized and with
extreme rates of discharge during long periods of time, resulting in the battery installation cost being
approximately 98% of the total investment. For this reason, in the second case, it will be combine with
the generation system in scenarios 6 and 10 with the help of the diesel generator on Sark Island to
reduce in size the required battery storage.

The scenario 6 has also been chosen for the second case study to compare the benefits of a
more distributed energy generation between summer and winter and reduce the occurrence of over
generation alike in scenario 10. One reason to choose scenario 6 is that is the second with the lowest
installation cost and the most stable energy balance with the lowest discharge rate period as shown in
Figure 20.
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7.2. Case 2: Renewable Energy Generation and Battery—GenSet System

From the results in Table 6, the most optimal renewable energy system generation can be achieved
in scenarios with a 500 kW wind turbine due to the similar use of the diesel generator, but having an
advantage of more than 73% of energy surplus that can be utilized in the future if the load increases. In
addition, scenario 7 has an ideal ratio between cost of installation and expected battery life. To conclude,
with CO2 emissions being nearly double those of case 1 results, the emissions are still 70% lower than
the actual CO2 emissions level. Scenario 7 has 120 gCO2/kWh, which is 7% lower than the average for
this system.

7.3. Case 3: 40% Renewable Penetration

CO2 emissions for the current energy generation is estimated from the average GHG emission of
a diesel generator to around 458 gCO2/kWh. For case 1, a reduction of to 86% can be expected. For
the Case 2, the reduction will be of 71%. Case 3 has the lowest investment cost and still has a high
emission rated due to the continues use of diesel as the main energy source, reducing just 20% of the
actual emissions (Figure 40).

Figure 40. CO2 emissions.

The current LCOE from the island is 0.66 £/kWh comparing to this which scenarios have the best
expected economic performance based on the installation cost, O & M, and the total energy generation
(Figure 41). The degradation on energy production for solar PV and wind was taken into account.
This gave the following results: case 3 was 30% higher than the actual energy cost, meaning that the
electricity will need to be sold at a higher price than the current price in order to generate earnings.

Furthermore, the same will occur with the electricity price for the case 1. On the other hand, case
2 shows a reduction of energy production cost of 33% to a minimum value of 0.42 p/kWh. This will
enable a reduction of the selling price of the electricity.
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Figure 41. Lowest levelized cost of energy (LCOE).

8. Conclusions

The main objective for this project was to design an energy system after analyzing different
alternatives of renewable energy integration to reduce the current electricity cost to 52 p/kWh from
August 2018 to 2019 and then reduce it to a minimum of 49 p/kWh from 2019 to 2020. One of the
main requirements at the start of this project was to be able to obtain an annual load profile from the
island itself, but after conducting research, we determined that this was not possible due to lack of
available data. The annual load has been estimated as an hourly consumption profile for Sark Island,
which directly influenced the results of this study by adding currently unknown uncertainty to the
calculations. Because of this, the results can vary if real data is obtained and the assumed consumption
profile is different. As an example, the load profile selected resembles the behavior of the UK mainland,
with peak consumption in winter due to the similar average temperatures in the year, but it was also
valid to assume a higher demand in the summer months due to an increase in tourists, just as the
NAREC did in their report [19]. This report presents the case for electricity generation for the island,
where a mix of solar and wind is used for the worst-case scenario, focusing on the estimated monthly
energy consumed. The system sizing was undertaken by oversizing to reduce the risk of not enough
energy being available. The method implemented in this research takes this into account and combines
the current diesel generators to be able to reduce the uncertainty. By reducing the uncertainty, it has
been possible to reduce the size of the solar system by 80% and both the wind turbine capacity and
battery size by 50%.

After the data analysis, assumptions and the different sets of results for the installation cost,
carbon emissions, and levelized cost of energy, the findings of this study can be summarized as follows.

• Case 1: A purely wind energy generation (500 kW) and an oversized battery bank can obtain
the minimum greenhouse gases emissions out of all the cases, with a reduction of 90%, but this
requires a high investment cost due to the still elevated price of the battery storage. In this scenario,
a battery size of approximately 54 MWH is required. Also, in the 20-year LCOE study, this case
results in a 2.1 £/kWh energy cost. This is not suitable as a solution for this island, as the cost of
energy would be three times higher than the current price.

• Case 2: In this case, the same wind turbine has been used rated at 500 kW, but with the addition of
using the small generator of 375 KVA to charge the battery when renewables are not enough. This
enables a drastic reduction of the battery bank to a 3.61 MWh of storage or 12 hours of autonomy
of constant discharge. Also, the GHG emissions are 70% lower than the actual CO2 emissions
level, with a value of 120 gCO2/kWh. Finally, this case shows the most economical feasible LCOE,
with a reduction on the energy production cost of 33% to a minimum value of 0.42 p/kWh.
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• Case 3: The final case used a mix of solar and wind to have a more stable energy output during
the day, when the peak on the load occurs with a 150 kW wind turbine and 150 kWp solar-PV
system, producing 39% of the total annual load—75% comes from wind and 25% from the solar
arrangement. This set up ends with an energy surplus of 6%. For this case in particular, the
battery storage was eliminated in order to reduce the initial installation cost, and instead, the
grid stabilization relies on the diesel generator of 600 KVA working constantly at a minimum
base generation of 20% is nominal capacity and supplying the load when the renewable are not
enough. This system has a minimum installation cost but elevated O&M and GHG emissions,
with a reduction of only 20% on the emissions. Finally, this set up will have a higher cost of energy
than the actual by 33%.

After summarizing all the results of this research and as previously explained, the results of this report
depend vastly on the assumptions realized at the research and calculation stage. However, the case 2
renewable energy generation system is the most suitable in terms of the reduction of CO2 emissions
and expected earnings from a lower LCOE. This study can be re-evaluated if actual data from the
island is available, following the same methodology, in order to find the best solution for the island’s
current energy generation problem.

As Supplementary Material, a new load profile has been created where the load reaches a peak
during the summer, in contrast to the previous assumption where the peak took place in the winter.
This is based on the assumption that the large influx of visitors on the island will have an equivalent
impact on the electricity consumption. The analysis was re-run to evaluate the results obtained for the
new “worst case” scenario profile. This profile is based on the island of Cyprus that in similitude with
Sark has a high tourism arrival during summer months thus a higher energy consumption.

9. Further Studies and Suggestions

• Implement data research for the load consumption of the island. With an actual island energy
profile, the project could change drastically due to the fact that the energy profiles and times of
peak demands dictate which renewable energy is more suitable.

• Install a weather station to monitor the wind speed, solar irradiance and tidal current around the
island. An analysis of tidal generation was outside the scope of this study, but with better access
to data, this could be integrated into this feasibility study.

• The simplified economical assessment in the study was meant to showcase the difference possible
outcome between mixes of different technologies. To have a more accurate economical assessment,
an actual cost of the island energy generation will be required.

• Evaluate economic incentives for energy distribution to ensure a stable diesel generation output
even when most of the energy is produced by renewables.

• Evaluate the interconnection of the island to produce a more distributed energy system that can
stabilize the use of the renewables on the island.

• Include incentives for the installation of renewable energy via government programs.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/24/4722/s1,
Figure S1: UK-CY Load comparison, Figure S2: UK-CY Temperature comparison, Figure S3: Annual energy
balance under different levels of renewable energy production, Figure S4: Case 1: Scenario 5 instantaneous
generation and load variation (top) and energy balance (bottom), Figure S5: Case 1: Scenario 6 instantaneous
generation and load variation (top) and energy balance (bottom), Table S1: Case 1: Summary of all energy mix
scenarios with estimated battery size comparison with the two different load profiles, Figure S6: Case 1 installation
and O & M, Table S2: UK-CY: Case 6 performance evaluation and comparison under different load profiles.
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Abstract: The uncertainty regarding the capacity of photovoltaics to generate adequate renewable
power remains problematic due to very high temperatures in countries experiencing extreme climates.
This study analyses the potential of heat pipes as a passive cooling mechanism for solar photovoltaic
panels in the Ecohouse of the Higher Colleges of Technology, Oman, using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). A baseline model has been set-up comprised of 20 units, 20 mm diameter water-filled
heat pipes, with a length of 992 mm attached to a photovoltaic panel measuring 1956 mm × 992 mm.
Using the source temperature of 64.5 ◦C (337.65 K), the findings of this work have established
that a temperature reduction in the range of up to 9 ◦C is achievable when integrating heat pipes
into photovoltaic panels. An optimum spacing of 50 mm (2.5 times the diameter of the heat pipe)
was determined through this work, which is also a proof-of-concept towards the use of heat pipe
technology for passive cooling of photovoltaic panels in hot climates.

Keywords: CFD; heat pipe; temperature; photovoltaic; spanwise

1. Introduction

The potential of using photovoltaic (PV) panels operating in areas with hot and dry climates,
such as Oman, is vast due to the abundance of solar radiation. However, despite this advantage,
the uncertainty regarding PV panels to generate adequate renewable power is still a problem due
to extreme temperatures. High temperatures lead to a reduction in the open circuit voltage of a PV
system, thus lowering the power output [1–4]. According to Al-Waeli et al. [5], the PV cell temperature
increase has two consequences: the reduction of the generated electrical energy and the thermal fatigue
due to the significant temperature of the PV panel during the day.

Energy demand in Oman is on the rise, and the country has had a 5% energy consumption rise
since 2015 according to Al-Mabsali et al. [6], who presented his work in the Oman Annual Report
for 2016. The increase in energy demand is a challenge and the present study aims to optimise the
renewable solar photovoltaic technology by increasing its operative range, which could contribute
towards meeting the 5% energy consumption increase. The present study is also consistent with the
vision of Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT) in the contribution to the national socio-economic
development of the country through diversification to non-oil industries. Nasir and Al-Jabri [7] cited
the Oman policy document “Vision 2020”, which stated that industrial diversification can achieve the
development targets, which included the increase in the contribution of the non-oil sectors and non-oil
exports to 13% of the GDP by 2020.

In Muscat, the capital city of Oman, the hottest month is June where the average daytime
temperature is around 40 ◦C (313.15 K), while in July and August, cloud banks brought by the
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Southwest monsoon can slightly lower the daytime temperature to 38 ◦C (311.15 K) in July and to 36 ◦C
(309.15 K) in August. In an earlier experiment carried out by the research team (Al-Mabsali et al.) [6],
which was set up in the HCT Muscat Eco house, an average solar irradiation of 911 W/m2 was observed
in the months of June to July, 2017. Even during testing in a cooler period of the year such as October
(testing period between 15th to 21st October 2017) (Table 1 and Figure 1), it was noted that the maximum
nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) was 64.5 ◦C (337.65 K) at an ambient temperature of
38.5 ◦C (311.65 K). The effect of this result was a decrease in performance efficiency of the PV panels by
2.19%. A maximum efficiency of 54.8% was recorded during the testing period, clearly indicating the
adverse effect of hot arid climates on PV performance. This efficiency decline was in-line with the
studies conducted by Al-Waeli et al. and Jouhara et al. [5,8] which show a significant drawback on the
effectiveness of PV panels operating in hot arid climates.

Table 1. Experimental observation using data loggers.

Date
Ambient

Temp. (◦C)
NOCT

(◦C)

S
(W/m2)

Data Logger
Temp. Readings

PV
Cell

Temp.
(◦C)

Actual Total
Power

Production
(Watts)

Actual Power
Production
per Panel

(Watts)

Rated Power
Production
per Panel

(Watts)

Efficiency
(%)

Upper
(◦C)

Lower
(◦C)

15/10/2017 38.5 64.5 911.11 64.5 46.9 89.18 12000 157.89 300 52.63
16/10/2017 38 63.8 911.11 63.8 47.8 87.88 12000 157.89 300 52.63
17/10/2017 36.5 61.4 911.11 61.4 48 83.65 12500 164.47 300 54.82
18/10/2017 33.7 59.2 911.11 59.2 44.9 78.34 12000 157.89 300 52.63
19/10/2017 32.2 57 911.11 57 42.8 74.34 12000 157.89 300 52.63
20/10/2017 32.3 58.5 911.11 58.5 43.3 76.15 9500 125.00 300 41.67
21/10/2017 31.5 57 911.11 57 44.9 73.64 8500 111.84 300 37.28
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Figure 1. Actual photovoltaic (PV) power production at various daily peak PV cells and
ambient temperatures.

In order to improve the power generation performance of PV panels, cell surface temperatures
must be decreased to bring them closer to the ambient conditions; therefore, this study introduces a
heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE) technology as a passive cooling mechanism to be integrated within
PV terminals.

Previous research carried out by Chaudhry [9] revealed that heat pipes incorporated with sorption
phenomenon display greater heat transfer capacity and tubular heat pipes have the highest working
range on average with the maximum operating temperature from all compared systems being 180 ◦C
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(453 K). To maintain the sustainable working mode, it is imperative that heat pipes use water as a
natural refrigerant in comparison to artificial refrigerants [9].

In this work, an investigation has been carried out using a heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE) system
as a retrofit mechanism for passively cooling PV panels. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used
to determine the optimum arrangement of heat pipes integrated with PV panels. The study uses the
existing HCT Ecohouse as a case study where the PV panels are uniformly installed in a configuration
of seventy-six (76) single PV panels of size 1956 × 992 mm, with a total PV array area of 147.44 m2,
delivering a direct current rating maximum power capacity of 22,800 Watts. The HPHE mechanism
was arranged in a series of possible spanwise installations to discover the most functional design.

2. Literature Review

Previous studies have investigated various heat pipe systems for passive cooling duties in
ventilation works and power electronics, which are summarized in this section. Peng et al. [10]
investigated the practical effects of solar PV surface temperature efficiency based on its output
performance. The experimental works were carried out under different radiation conditions and
explored the variation of the output voltage, current, output power, and efficiency. The cooling test
resulted in an efficiency increase of 47% for the PV panels. The system performance and life cycle
assessment suggested that the annual PV electric output efficiencies could increase by up to 35%, and
the annual total system energy efficiency, including electrical output and hot water energy output can
increase by up to 107%.

Bahaidarah, Baloch, and Gandhidasan [11] carried out a review that highlighted the importance
of uniform PV cooling. An experimental case study was presented for comparison between uniform
and non-uniform cooling methods. The work explored and analyzed the possible causes and effects
of non-uniformity using the cooling techniques with low average cell temperatures and uniform
temperature distributions. One of these techniques was the utilization of heat pipes on PV systems
that resulted in the reduction of the temperature down to 32 ◦C, with the best-case temperature
non-uniformity of 3 ◦C.

Bahaidarah et al. [12] conducted a comprehensive study on the state-of-the-art applications,
materials, performance of current heat pipe devices and future developments in the field, the current
limitations of heat pipes, and the reasons that it cannot be implemented in more aspects of our lives
due to its operational boundaries, cost concerns, and the lack of detailed theoretical and simulation
analysis. The limitations resulting from their review provided the opportunity to find fresh solutions
which opened up the possibilities of adopting the heat pipe technology to its feasible and fruitful
utilization and thus used as the basis to achieve the objective of this study.

Jouhara et al. [13] experimented with PV efficiency caused by the water cooling effect using
a numerical model, EES (Engineering Equation Solver), which predicted electrical and thermal
parameters affecting its performance. A heat exchanger, as a cooling panel, was incorporated in the
rear surface of the PV module as an experiment. The results of the numerical model were found in
good agreement with the experimental measurements performed for the climate of Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia. With active water cooling, the module temperature dropped significantly to about 20% and
that increased the PV panel efficiency by 9%.

Theoretical modelling was carried out by Chaudhry et al. [14] using water as the liquid medium
for ventilation works and utilizing a water flow rate of 0.25 m/s. The study used various spacing from
1D to 4D with a maximum of 80 mm down to 20 mm. The spacing range consideration of 1D to 2D,
20mm to 40 mm was subject to an international patent application (PCT/GB2014/052263). The 2D
to 4D, 40 to 80 mm was a novel observation applied to a heat pipe installed in a duct as PV cooling
device. Furthermore, citing Reference [9], findings on a systematic design of a high conductivity
cooling system revealed that heat pipes incorporated with sorption phenomenon displayed greater
heat transfer capacity, and tubular heat pipes arrangements have the highest working range on average,
with the maximum operating temperature from all compared systems being 180 ◦C (453 K).
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Tripathy et al. [15] conducted a study on building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) thermal
technology using an air duct, provided below, on the PV panels to serve as a structural element.
The contribution of the air flow was to increase both the electrical and thermal efficiencies. The study
utilized the energy equilibrium equation for developing the mathematical model of BIPV thermal
system using the HDKR (Hay, Davies, Klucher, Reindl) model based on insolation, corresponding to
the optimum tilt angle of the panel. The room temperature of the BIPV thermal system had a mass
flow rate of 1 kg/s through the duct on the respective optimum tilt angle.

Further investigation by Chaudhry et al. [14] included optimization of the heat pipe arrangement
for natural ventilation using CFD and the wind tunnel method. The airflow and temperature profiles
were numerically predicted, the findings of which were quantitatively validated using wind tunnel
experimentation. Using a source temperature of 41 ◦C and an inlet velocity of 2.3 m/s, the stream
wise distance-to-pipe diameter ratio varied from 1.0 to 2.0 and the emergent cooling capacities were
established to comprehend the optimum arrangement. The results of this investigation indicated
that the heat pipes operated at their maximum efficiency when the streamwise distance was identical
to the diameter of the pipe as this formation allowed for the incoming airstream to achieve the
maximum contact time with the surface of the pipes. The technology presented was subjected to an
international patent application (PCT/GB2014/052263). Therefore, Chaudhry et al. [14] works were
used as a benchmark methodology for the current study.

3. Research Methodology

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used as the primary research method in this study by
modelling the entire heat pipe integrated PV panel, made up of 20 units of HPHE installed below
the 1956 × 992 mm PV surface. Three models of heat pipe arrangement within the HPHE were
simulated and spaced at 60, 50, and 40 mm apart at a spanwise distance measured equally between
the center of the heat pipes. A flow rate of 0.25 m/s was considered in the determination of the
optimum configuration of the heat pipe. ANSYS Fluent (v14.5, ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, USA) was
used to perform the numerical simulations. Furthermore, the HPHE models were tested using both the
single-sided and the double-sided condenser direction and were evaluated by shifting the locations
from the top, middle, and bottom sections of the rectangular duct.

3.1. Physical Domain

For the heat pipe physical domain, two spacing methodologies were considered: streamwise and
spanwise. The design installation in the streamwise direction was not efficient because of the long
evaporator pipe length, which led to space restriction on the site. The spanwise heat pipe installation
was selected to be studied. The HPHE were installed inside a duct with the same length of the PV
panel. There were two HPHE design installations, which were classified into the single side condenser
direction shown in Figures 2 and 3, and double side condenser direction of the PV panel shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

The review findings of Jouhara et al. and Tan and Zhang [12,16], which included controlled factors
such as pipe diameter, pipe thickness, and liquid medium, were adopted in this study. The independent
variables were identified as flow rate, heat pipe (HP) spacing, and design installations and are shown in
Table 2. All heat pipe parameters, which include diameter, working fluid, and operating temperature,
were taken from the previous works of Chaudhry et al. [9,14], as part of the research team’s earlier
works. The dependent variables were PV temperature and energy efficiency. The relationships of the
variables such as pipe spacing to temperature, flow rate to temperature, and HP direction (spanwise and
streamwise) to temperature were analyzed using CFD. The single side and double side arrangements
(Figures 3–6) were made through the top, middle, and bottom installations of the PV panel. A duct,
regardless of the material composition shown in Figures 3–6, was installed below the PV panel and
collected the high temperature to be absorbed by the evaporator section of the HPHE and had a
negligible effect on the temperature, as proven by the solar collectors of Amp et al. [17].
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Table 2. Summary of the recommended heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE) system specifications and
liquid medium as controlled variables.

Specification Value

No. of units 20
Spacing 2.0 D, 2.5 D, 3D

Pipe Material Copper
Pipe Diameter 20 mm

Evaporator Length 992 mm
Condenser Length 992 mm

Total Length 1959 mm
Working Fluid H2O

Flow Rate 0.25 m/s
H2O Operating Temperature 218–453 K

Orientation Span/Stream Wise—90◦

Figure 2. PV-HPHE spanwise with 50 mm spacing on the middle arrangement, single design
isometric model.

Figure 3. PV-HPHE spanwise with 50 mm spacing on the middle arrangement, single design side
view model.
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Figure 4. PV-HPHE spanwise with 50 mm spacing on the middle arrangement, double design
isometric model.

Figure 5. PV-HPHE spanwise with 50 mm spacing on the middle arrangement, double design side
view model.

3.2. Mesh Generation and Boundary Conditions

A hexahedral mesh with nodes ranging between 703,507–1,135,505 and a maximum of 992,612
elements was applied to the different models in this simulation. The mesh orthogonal quality ranged
from 0 to 1 with a minimum orthogonal quality equal to 7.12915 × 10−2 and a minimum aspect ratio
equal to 9.59399 × 10 for a middle arrangement with spacing equal to 50 mm. The standard (k-e)
k-epsilon turbulence model was applied with the standard wall function. In CFD, k-epsilon is a model
used to simulate mean flow characteristics for turbulent flow conditions. The standard wall function
was used to determine the laminar or turbulent flow of fluid material in the near wall using boundary
conditions. Water was used as the working fluid inside the heat pipes. The mesh details are shown in
Figure 6. The mesh quality results are shown below in Table 3.
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Table 3. Mesh quality according to the heat pipe (HP) arrangement and spacing.

Mesh
Quality

HP
Arrangement

Heat Pipe (HP) Spacing (mm)

80 70 60 50 40 30 20

Nodes
HP Top - 795712 748166 715756 726183 703507 716984

HP Middle 1135505 864779 836655 788890 731874 704420 707050
HP Bottom - 825063 714460 727844 808531 754412 688898

Elements
HP Top - 676937 634257 603092 614900 594312 604465

HP Middle 992612 745573 722906 676522 621685 593749 598695
HP Bottom - 705884 601094 616130 697026 644068 688898

 
Figure 6. Mesh quality for the physical domain.

The solution method used a simple pressure velocity-coupling scheme. The spatial discretization
was set to the following conditions: A gradient used the least square cell based, a standard pressure on
fluid material, a momentum used second order upwind, a turbulent kinetic energy used first order
upwind, a turbulent dissipation rate of first order upwind, and an energy was set using second order
upwind. The reference values are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Solution control variables.

Factors Value Units of Measurement

Area 1 m2

Density 1.225 Kg/m3

Enthalpy 0 j/Kg
Length 1 m

Pressure 0 Pa
Temperature 288.16 K

Velocity 0.25 m/s
Viscosity 1.7894 × 10−5 Kg/(m·s)

Ratio of Specific Heats 1.4 -

The inlet temperature of liquid water in the HPHE was 45 ◦C (318.15 K). The top face of the PV
panel models was assigned the source temperature of 64.5 ◦C (337.65 K) with an ambient temperature
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of 38.5 ◦C (311.65 K) taken from the July 2017 experimentally recorded data. The data revealed a
decrease of 2.19% in performance efficiency of the PV panels, which was addressed by the passive
cooling mechanism of the HPHE. This condition was in anticipation of the expected maximum surface
temperature that was recorded during the experiments conducted earlier (presented in Table 1).
The simulation of the flow of water within the pipe was done, the pipe inlet was assigned to the
presumed evaporator end with the factors of mass flow rate set, and the range was 0.05 m/s as the
minimum and 0.25 m/s as the maximum flow rate.

For simulation purposes, the temperature profile on the back surface of the PV panel was studied,
and the results were translated to have a consequent effect affecting the top surface of the panel due to
the thin layer of the PV panel. A simulation of the heat pipe liquid flow, with the use of CFD, ANSYS
R14.5 was made. This approach allowed for relative properties, which have been applied as boundary
conditions, as shown in Table 4. However, the HPHE system specifications and liquid medium, as
controlled variables in Table 2, was focused on the decrease in temperature of working fluid, which
stimulated the heat transfer from the photovoltaic panel to the evaporator section of the heat pipe,
went through the condenser section, and achieved was through passive cooling. This allowed for a
thorough observation of the passive cooling process of the HPHE design installation, which decreased
the PV panel temperature from 2 to 5 ◦C. Additionally, for such an expected temperature reduction of
the photovoltaic panel to have resulted, the consequent restoration in the loss of energy efficiency was
2.19%, which regained reliable power generation to the maximum available.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the findings from this work to determine the optimum heat pipe spanwise
spacing using the numerical models shown in Section 3. Figure 7 displays the area weighted average
temperatures on each of the simulated models. The minimum temperature in the HPHE evaporator
section of 55.32 ◦C (328.47 K) was recorded on the HP middle model, which had a spacing of 50 mm
(2.5 times the diameter of the HP or 2.5D). The highest temperature formation was observed for a heat
pipe spacing of 40 mm or 2D in the HP top configuration. This result confirmed that having heat pipes
spaced 2.5D apart from each other offers the highest passive cooling potential.

Figure 7. Temperature area average—K in the HPHE single duct.
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The modelling set-up of the HPHE was done using a 40, 50, and 60 mm spacing on the centers
with the same 20 units of HP installed in a rectangular duct, as shown in Figures 8–10. The installation
caused the coverage of the cooling area of PV panel to slightly shrink, which resulted in varying results.
For the 60 mm spacing, it resulted in 55.34 ◦C (328.49 K) at the top, 55.5 ◦C (328.65 K) in middle, and
55.37 ◦C (328.5 K) at the bottom, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. One sided condenser direction HPHE model, spacing = 60 mm, installation on PV panel.

Figure 9. One sided condenser direction HPHE model, spacing = 50 mm, installation on PV panel.

Figure 10. One sided condenser direction HPHE model, spacing = 40 mm, installation on PV panel.
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The same HPHE installation with the use of 50 and 40 mm spacing’s on the centers show 55.52 ◦C
(328.67 K) at the top, 55.32 ◦C (328.47 K) in the middle, and 55.51 ◦C (328.66 K) at the bottom. For the
40 mm spacing 56.22 ◦C (329.37 K) at the top, 55.78 ◦C (328.93 K) in the middle, and 55.25 ◦C (328.40K)
at the bottom were observed, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

The three distinct HPHE design arrangements, which were made through the top, middle, and
bottom installations of the PV panel, yielded theoretical results from ANSYS. The results showed that
the average temperatures were 55.4 ◦C (328.55 K) for 60 mm HPHE spacing, 55.45 ◦C (328.60 K) for
50 mm HPHE spacing, and 56.08 ◦C (329.23 K) for 40 mm HPHE spacing. The results of the 50 mm
HPHE spacing was selected for the reason that it yielded the lowest temperature of 55.32 ◦C (328.47 K).

The results of the 60 mm HPHE spacing gained the most uniform result. However, the problem
was the middle section, which was the concentration of irradiation absorption for a long period of
PV operation and experienced the highest temperature. The findings of the effect of air flow rate on
the photovoltaic temperature is shown in Figure 11. Using variable values for the flow rate, which
was ranged from 0.05 m/s to 0.25 m/s, the findings indicated an inverse relationship between the two
parameters, as the heat pipe temperature decreased, the flow rate of the fluid increased. This was
understandable because having a high airflow rate indicates a low contact time between the air and
the heat pipe working fluid, thus providing lower cooling potential.

Figure 11. Variations of temperature results in relation to flow rate.

Temperature contour levels on the HPHE are shown in Figure 12, which were taken from the
middle installation of the evaporator duct attached to the PV panel, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The results of the optimum configuration yielded a minimum temperature of 54 ◦C (327.15 K) within
the duct section.

The temperature of the heat pipe internal section inserted inside the duct of the HPHE was taken
between the axial direction of 15 and 85, as shown in Figure 12. A maximum of 52.43 ◦C (325.58 K) and
a minimum of 45.61 ◦C (318.76 K) were recorded as the range in temperature variations of the heat
pipes that contained water and were inserted in the duct. The temperature was lower in relation to
the duct section of the HPHE, which was 54 ◦C (327.15 K) and did not contain water. These results
proved that the water inside the heat pipes acted as a conductor that transferred the warm temperature
difference of 1.57 ◦C from the evaporator to the condenser section of the HPHE than the junction box,
which caused the lowering of temperature below the PV panel, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Temperature result of HPHE double sided condenser design.

Figure 13. HPHE cross section with HP middle installation of the evaporator duct, spacing = 50 mm.

The findings from the three modelling set-ups made for the HPHE in the duct resulted in the
selection of the best design and the conclusion is given in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Recommended HPHE design installation of the optimum configuration from CFD analysis.

Specification Recommended Design

HPHE Arrangement Double Sided Condenser Direction
HPHE Installation Middle Section

Orientation Span Wise—90◦
Minimum Cooling Temperature 54 ◦C (327.15 K)

Axial Direction Range 15–85
No. of units 20

HPHE Duct Length 1959 mm
HPHE Duct Width 496 mm

HPHE Duct Thickness 30 mm
Pipes Spacing 2.5 D, s = 50 mm
Pipe Material Copper
Pipe Diameter 20 mm
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Table 5. Cont.

Specification Recommended Design

Evaporator Length 496 mm
Condenser Length 496 mm

Working Fluid H2O
Flow Rate 0.25 m/s

H2O Operating Temperature 218–453 K

As part of a qualitative visualization, the full-scale HPHE rig was fabricated using a double-sided
condenser model, middle section installation, and 90 ◦ spanwise orientation, and is shown in Figures 14
and 15. This has been commissioned at the eco-house project location, at the HCT site in Muscat, Oman.
The HPHE apparatus is currently undergoing experimental testing and data observation to validate
the CFD results. All dimensions and specifications of the HPHE apparatus followed the experimental
arrangement similar to the numerical model.

Figure 14. PV-HPHE apparatus isometric model (left) and captured infrared image (right) taken from
the top surface assembled in the eco-house, Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT), Muscat, Oman.

 
Figure 15. PV-HPHE apparatus isometric model (left) and captured infrared image (right) taken from
the bottom surface.

The commissioning of the apparatus shown in Figures 14 and 15 was carried out to experimentally
validate the CFD results in order to prove the consistency of the modelling. The top surface temperature
of PV-HPHE apparatus, last recorded 1st August 2019 at 12:52 h, was 69.84 ◦C and the bottom surface
temperature was 64.98 ◦C. The difference in temperature between the top and bottom surface was
4.86 ◦C with the ambient temperature of 45.70 ◦C, which was in good agreement with the model.
Overall, the simulation focused on heat transfer from the PV panel to the evaporator section of the
heat pipe, through to the condenser section to exhaust the heat to the surroundings. The thorough
observation of the passive cooling process of the HPHE design helped to decrease the PV panel
temperature from 2 to 5 ◦C on average, which was confirmed from the actual installation.
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5. Conclusions

The potential of PVs in hot and arid climates, although promising, may be adversely affected by the
high intensity of solar radiation and high temperatures. This study carried out an investigation using
a heat pipe heat exchanger (HPHE) system as a retrofit mechanism for passively cooling PV panels.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to determine the optimum spanwise arrangement of
heat pipes integrated with PV panels.

The work undertaken analyzed the temperature formations on the PV panels using a range of
heat pipe spacing combinations. The work has identified that the HPHE has the capacity to provide the
required cooling of the photovoltaic panels installed in the HCT Ecohouse in Oman, which are usually
exposed to a maximum temperature of 64.5 ◦C (337.65). The major finding from this study indicates
that the 50 mm HPHE spacing (2.5D or 2.5 times the diameter of the pipe) has the greatest potential to
decrease panel temperature, with a maximum reduction down to 55.32 ◦C (328.47 K) or approximately
9 ◦C. The recommended HPHE design installation is expected to be made of a double-sided condenser,
having a middle section installation with a 90◦ spanwise orientation towards the PV panel. Current
experimental testing has indicated a temperature drop between 2 to 5 ◦C, which is lower than the
numerically predicted results.

This paper provided a proof-of-concept towards integrating heat pipes within PV panels to
increase efficiency by 2.19% in order to restore the design power capacity specified in the previous
design of the HCT Ecohouse, especially for PV panels operating in hot arid climates such as Oman.
Furthermore, having heat pipes operating with water as the working fluid, as opposed to artificial
refrigerants, underlines the suitability of this technology towards the development of sustainable solar
energy in hot countries.
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Nomenclature

T Temperature
◦C Degrees Celsius
K Temperature Kelvin
Tcell PV cell temperature
Tair Ambient temperature
Pa Pressure in Pascal, N/m2

m2 Square meter
k-e k-epsilon
Kg/m3 Density, Kilogram per cubic meter
m/s Meter per second
mm Millimeter
NOCT Nominal operating cell temperature
S Insolation level = 1 W/m2; ECO-House = 911 W/m2

Sd/D Streamwise distance-to-pipe diameter
D Diameter, mm
kg/s Kilogram per second
Watts/m2 Watts per square meter
Kg/m-s Viscosity, Kilogram per meter- second
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Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
PV Photo Voltaic
EES Engineering Equation Solver
HCT Higher College of Technology
HPHE Heat Pipe Heat Exchanger
HP Heat Pipe
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Abstract: The Jeju Island power system consists of two-unidirectional high voltage direct current
transmission systems (HVDC), thermal power plants, and renewable energy sources. The local
government’s policy states that a 100 MW offshore wind farm should be constructed in the future.
Due to the small size and sensitivity of the Jeju Island power system, power system analysis must be
carried out before the installation of the new facility. Therefore, the objective of this study was to
analyze the Jeju Island power system with a new wind farm applied to uncontrolled diode rectifier
HVDC. Although there are many studies about the grid connection method of offshore wind farms,
its small grid connection analysis has been rarely investigated, especially in the diode rectifier HVDC
method. Diode rectifier HVDC is a new grid connection method for offshore wind farms, which
reduces the costs and increases the reliability of the offshore platform. To verify the accuracy and
effectiveness of simulation models, steady and transient state scenarios were conducted using the
PSCAD/EMTDC program. First, the model of the Jeju Island power system without a new wind farm
was compared with measured power system data. Second, its power system connected with a diode
rectifier HVDC was simulated in a steady state. Finally, disconnection and single line ground fault
occurred at the offshore wind farm, respectively. From the simulation results, the grid stability of the
Jeju Island power system was confirmed considering a new facility.

Keywords: diode rectifier; HVDC; Jeju Island power system; offshore wind farm

1. Introduction

Jeju Island is one of the biggest islands in South Korea with a peak and average power demand
of 944 and 627 MW, respectively, and consists of thermal power plants, renewable energy sources,
two static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) and two current source converter high voltage
direct current (CSC-HVDC) transmission systems connected to the mainland. This small power system
is being supplied with over 40% of the demand load by high voltage direct current transmission
systems (HVDCs) from the power system on the mainland. However, the local government of this
island has proceeded with the renewable energy promotion policy, namely “Carbon Free Island Jeju by
2030” [1]. Thus, an offshore wind farm (OWF) with a total capacity of 100 MW will be constructed in
the near future in the north of Jeju Island. To achieve this plan successfully, the entire Jeju Island power
system should be analyzed, including the large scale wind farm by using a detailed simulation model
because this large scale wind farm will have a 16% average power load.

According to advanced research about HVDC with wind farm, voltage sourced HVDC can suitably
deliver output power from wind farms to a weak grid such as the Jeju Island power system [2–7].
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However, its application might increase the installation cost of an OWF. To deal with the economic
challenge, [8–10] presented a new topology of HVDC, which changes conventional modular multilevel
converter (MMC) to the uncontrolled diode rectifier at the offshore platform, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Although the controllable converter will disappear in this new grid connection method, the diode
rectifier HVDC (DR-HVDC) has many advantages, including reduced installation costs, low losses,
easy management, and high reliability, among others.

From this perspective, this study analyzed the Jeju Island power system with a 100 MW OWF,
which is connected to DR-HVDC via a 50 km submarine DC (Direct current) cable. To verify the
effectiveness of DR-HVDC, a simulation model of the Jeju Island power system with a new OWF was
conducted for steady and transient situations by using the PSCAD/EMTDC program. First, the Jeju
Island power system, which was made by using actual parameters, operated without the new OWF.
In this case, a comparison was made between the results of the simulated model and the measured
data to check the accuracy of the simulation model. Second, a new OWF was linked to the Jeju Island
power grid by DR-HVDC under normal operation. Third, the disconnection fault occurred to the OWF
of the DC transmission line. Finally, the single line ground fault occurred to the OWF.

Figure 1. Conceptual design of high voltage direct current transmission systems (HVDC) for an offshore
wind farm (OWF): (a) Conventional HVDC; (b) diode rectifier HVDC (DR-HVDC).

2. Modeling of the OWF System

2.1. Onshore MMC Station

An MMC is a type of voltage sourced converter (VSC), as shown in Figure 2. Using this concept,
it is possible to make a huge capacity VSC [11]. In this case, the MMC plays a role as an onshore station
of the new OWF by converting DC to AC (Alternative current), Figure 3. To transfer, MMC has three
controllers, which are a current, a circulation current, and a capacitor balancing controllers [12–20].
Using the Park’s transformation theory to control that, the terminal voltage of MMC in the dq axis can
be calculated as

vtd = −Rid − pLid + vsd + ωLiq (1)

vtq = −Riq − pLiq + vsq − ωLid (2)

where vt and vs are the terminal and grid voltage. i is the three-phase current. R and L are the resistance
and inductance, respectively. p is the differential operator. ω is the grid angular frequency. If the PI
controller is used, the current controllers will be expressed as

v*td = − (Kp + Ki/ s) (i*d − id) + vsd + ωLiq (3)

v*tq = − (Kp + Ki /s) (i*q − iq) + vsq − ωLid (4)
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where superscript of * denotes reference mark. Then, i*d and i*q are decided by

i*d = 2Q*/ (3 vsq) (5)

i*q = 2P*/ (3 vsq) + k (V*dc − Vdc) (6)

where P* and Q* are the real and reactive power, respectively. In this simulation, P* will be the
summation of the generated power from the OWF. Q* will be zero to make the unity power factor. k is
the coefficient for the dc link voltage control to maintain a stable range of it, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Basic structure of a modular multilevel converter (MMC): (a) Topology; (b) Submodule.

Figure 3. Current controller of MMC in an onshore station.

The MMC needs a circulation current controller to suppress it because it always occurs from the
difference of capacitor voltages among phases. To mitigate circulation current, the differential voltage
of the MMC in the dq frame can be written as

vdiffd = R0icird + pL0icird − 2ωL0icirq (7)

vdiffq = R0icirq − pL0icirq + 2ωL0icird (8)
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where vdiff is the differential voltage. R0 and L0 are the resistance and inductance of arm inductors,
respectively. icir is the circulating current. If the PI controller is adapted to the circulating current
controller, as shown in Figure 4, it will be expressed as

v*diffd = − (Kp + Ki/s) (i*cird − icird) − 2ωL0icirq (9)

v*diffq = − (Kp + Ki/s) (i*cirq − icirq) + 2ωL0icird (10)

Figure 4. Circulating current controller of MMC in an onshore station.

The final reference value will be generated as a PWM (Pulse width modulation) switching signal,
then it will be decided by a capacitor balancing controller depending on sorted capacitor voltages.
The parameters of the MMC are as described in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of an MMC.

Quantity Value

Active power 100 MW
Reactive power 50 MVar

Rated AC voltage 100 kV
Rated DC link voltage 200 kV

Grid frequency 60 Hz
Arm inductance 3.4 mH

Submodule Capacitance 7800 uF
Number of submodules per arm 20 EA

PWM method Phase shift PWM

2.2. Offshore Diode Rectifier Station

To convert AC power from the wind power generator to DC power, an offshore DR station should
be connected to the DC link of the onshore MMC station, as shown in Figure 5. It consists of a DR, AC
filter, and phase-shifting transformers. The phase-shifting transformer can reduce the ripple voltage of
the DC link. Through a series connection with them, the DC voltage will be increased to rated voltage.
The parameters of the DR station are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 5. Simulation model of diode rectifier (DR) (Offshore side rectifier).

Table 2. Parameters of diode rectifier (DR) station.

Quantity Value

Rated DC voltage 200 kV
Number of phase-shifting transformers 12 (72 pulses)

Number of 3-phase DRs 12
Length of DC link 50 km

2.3. Wind Turbine

In this analysis case, the simulation model of the offshore wind farm will be used as equivalent
models to simplify the simulation model, i.e., 20 MW 2 level VSC, as illustrated in Figure 6, is assumed
as four wind turbines each with a capacity of 5 MW. Although the wind turbines are replaced with the
equivalent models, its controller will be quite similar to the detailed model, i.e., the current controller,
which is similar to the MMC model, will be applied to the equivalent model. There is one problem of
the controller in a wind turbine because the uncontrolled DR station cannot generate reference voltage
signals and phase angle. It means that it is impossible to perform voltage transforming to dq from a
3-phase frame from the DR side converter of a wind turbine. Thus, [8–10] proposed the method as
known as FixRef control, as illustrated in Figure 7, which uses GPS signal instead of space phasor
angle of grid voltage. This study will also use a steady increased time signal, which is an assumed
GPS signal.

Figure 6. Equivalent simulation model of wind turbines in the new OWF.
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Figure 7. Equivalent simulation model of a wind turbine in the new OWF.

2.4. Whole OWF System

Figure 8 shows the whole simulation model of OWF with DR-HVDC. This system will be attached
to the Jeju Island power system as the new OWF, then it will be simulated by parallel computing
method in PSCAD/EMTDC program.

Figure 8. Simulation model of OWF with DR-HVDC.
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3. Configuration and Modeling of the Jeju Power System

3.1. CSC-HVDC

In the Jeju Island Power system, two CSC-HVDC can operate only as unidirectional. One of which
is a frequency regulator, and the other is supplying constant power. Figure 9 represents the simulation
model of the CSC-HVDC, which consists of thyristors, a passive filter, a synchronous compensator,
and its controller.

Figure 9. Simulation model of a current source converter high voltage direct current (CSC-HVDC)
transmission system.

3.2. Thermal Power Plant

Three thermal power plants in the Jeju Island Power system are also operated separately. In this
simulation case, the simplified equivalent controlled current sources are applied, as seen in Figure 10.
The measured data will be used to operate this model.

3.3. STATCOM

The Jeju Island power system has two STATCOM, each with a capacity of 50 MVar. They have
an important role with respect to grid voltage stability in its power system because the CSC-HVDCs
consume a lot of reactive power. The simulation models of STATCOM consist of a three-level VSC and
its controller, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Simulation model of a thermal power plant.

Figure 11. Simulation model of STATCOM.

3.4. Existing Wind Farms

The simulation models of existing wind farms with approximately 250 MW are used as controlled
current source equivalent model, which can adjust active and reactive powers easily in a simulation
program. Thus, the measured data in the Jeju Island power system will be input data of this model,
as seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Simulation model of an existing wind farm.

3.5. Whole Simulation Model Including the New OWF

Figure 13 shows the whole simulation model of the Jeju Island power system. The red line
represents the connecting point of the new OWF by an electric network interface (ENI), as located in
the top left of Figure 13, which supports the parallel computing part in PSCAD/EMTDC. The time
scale of the whole simulation is assumed to be 0.14 milli-times by adjusting the time constant of
every component. The actual parameters and configurations of the transmission line are applied to
this system.

Figure 13. Simulation model of overall Jeju Island power system.
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4. Simulation Results

Because there are many components of the Jeju Island power system, the line colors should be
noted as the following colors in Table 3. This line color will be applied to every simulation result of
active and reactive power.

Table 3. Expressions of simulation results.

Items Line Color

Power load Red
HVDC #1 Yellow
HVDC #2 Dark brown

Thermal power plants Green
Existing wind farms Blue

STATCOM #1 Grey
STATCOM #2 Pink

DR-HVDC (OWF) Brown

4.1. Case 1: Normal Operation of the Jeju Power System without 100 MW OWF

To confirm the accuracy of the base simulation model, this scenario was conducted. Figure 14,
representing active and reactive power at the top and bottom, respectively, shows measured data and
simulation results. The top and bottom of Figure 15 represent the grid frequency and voltage. Hence,
the errors between the simulation results and the measured data were less than 1% by grid frequency
and voltage.

Figure 14. The simulation results of case 1: (a) Measured data in the Jeju Island power system (top: Active
power, bottom: Reactive power); (b) The simulation model (top: Active power, bottom: Reactive power).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 15. The simulation results of case 1: (a) Measured data in the Jeju Island power system (top:
Grid frequency, bottom: Grid voltage measured at the biggest power load); (b) The simulation model
(top: Grid frequency, bottom: Grid voltage measured at the biggest power load).

4.2. Case 2: Normal Operation of the Jeju Power System with a New 100 MW OWF Based on DR-HVDC

In the second scenario, the new 100 MW OWF was connected to the Jeju Island power system
newly. In contrast to the first scenario, the CSC-HVDC #2 was operated at a limited minimum power,
and the thermal power plants also reduced the output power, because the new OWF had generated
additional active power. The CSC-HVDC #1 adjusted output power following demand power load and
output from the wind farm to stabilize the grid frequency, as seen in Figure 16a. Due to the operation
of CSC-HVDC #1, the grid frequency was in the grid code of South Korea from 59.8 Hz to 60.2 Hz.
The maximum variance of frequency was slightly increased to 60.02 Hz, as compared to the first case.
The variance of voltage was also higher in case 2 than in case 1 without the operation of the new OWF
by approximately 2 kV, as shown in Figure 16b.

Figure 17a shows simulation results focused on DR-HVDC. Its reactive power was maintained to
the unity power factor. The DC link voltage of DR-HVDC was in a constant value of 200 kV regardless
of the active and reactive power, as seen in Figure 17b.
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Figure 16. The simulation results of case 2: (a) top: Active power, bottom: Reactive power; (b) top:
Grid frequency, bottom: Grid voltage measured at the biggest power load.

Figure 17. The simulation results of case 2: (a) top: Active power of DR HVDC, bottom: Reactive
power of DR HVDC; (b) top: AC voltage measured at DR HVDC connection point, bottom: DC link
voltage of DR HVDC.

4.3. Case 3: Disconnection Fault Occurred at the DC Transmission Line

In the third scenario, the DC submarine cable was disconnected abruptly. Thus, the output power
of DR-HVDC was zero suddenly, and then the HVDC #1 compensated, as shown in Figure 18a. From
this fault condition, the frequency and voltage were dropped to 59.97 Hz and 158 kV, as seen in
Figure 18b, respectively. The DC link voltage of DR-HVDC also had a 5% variance. The AC voltage was
recorded at the OWF grid by converter operation of wind turbines, as shown in Figure 19a. Figure 19b
presents the onshore output of the DR-HVDC, whose active power was reduced to zero because of
disconnection fault.
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Figure 18. The simulation results of case 4: (a) top: Active power, bottom: Reactive power; (b) top:
Grid frequency, bottom: Grid voltage measured at the biggest power load.

Figure 19. The simulation results of case 4: (a) top: Instantaneous voltage measure at the OWF grid,
middle: Instantaneous current measure at the OWF grid, bottom: DC link voltage of DR-HVDC; (b) top:
AC voltage measured at DR HVDC connection point, middle: Active power of DC-HVDC, bottom:
Reactive power of DR-HVDC.

4.4. Case 4: Single Line Ground Fault Occurred at AC Line in the New 100 MW OWF

From the simulation results of case 4, the DR-HVDC was able to protect the Jeju Island power
system from an OWF side fault. Although the voltage and current of the OWF side power grid were
oscillated, as shown in Figure 21a, the voltage and frequency of the Jeju Island power system was
stable, as seen in Figure 20b. The active power dropped at 35 MW, as illustrated in Figure 21b, then the
CSC-HVDC #1 compensated that immediately, as seen in Figure 20a.
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Figure 20. The simulation results of case 4: (a) top: Active power, bottom: Reactive power; (b) top:
Grid frequency, bottom: Grid voltage measured at the biggest power load.

Figure 21. The simulation results of case 4: (a) top: Instantaneous voltage measure at OWF grid,
middle: Instantaneous current measure at OWF grid, bottom: DC link voltage of DR-HVDC; (b) top:
AC voltage measured at DR HVDC connection point, middle: Active power of DC-HVDC, bottom:
Reactive power of DR-HVDC.

5. Conclusions

This study proposed installation of a DR-HVDC for the new 100 OWF in the Jeju Island power
system. To confirm the impact of the DR-HVDC, the simulation model of the present Jeju Island power
system was conducted and compared with the actual power system operating history in the first case.
From the analysis results of the second case, its power system had been linked with the OWF by using
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the DR-HVDC. And it was able to operate a steady state when the DR-HVDC transferred the output
power of the OWF. In addition, this study also checked on the DR-HVDC in transient state. Although
the disconnection fault of the DC transmission line, which is one of the common incidents of an HVDC,
occurred, the unidirectional HVDC in the Jeju Island power system was able to compensate for the
dropped active power of the OWF by a fast response characteristic in the third case. This study also
analyzed the ground fault impact of an offshore AC grid in the last case. Then, the analysis confirmed
that the DR-HVDC can be helpful in reducing fault impact. From the results in steady and transient
states, although the DR-HVDC was operated by using an uncontrolled rectifier at the offshore station
and only one MMC at the onshore side, it was able to play a role as a conventional HVDC even in the
small and isolated power system. Consequently, the application of the DR-HVDC in a small power
system is reasonable to reduce costs and increase the reliability of an OWF instead of a conventional
HVDC. If in the future, the new OWF in the Jeju Island power system is connected with a DR-HVDC,
the power system will be more stable than the AC connection method and save costs than conventional
HVDC topology.
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Abstract: Computation of view factors is required in several building engineering applications where
radiative exchange takes place between surfaces such as ground and vertical walls or ground and
sloping thermal or photovoltaics collectors. In this paper, view factor computations are performed
for bifacial solar photovoltaic (PV) collectors based on the finite element method (FEM) using two
programming languages known as Microsoft Excel-Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and Python.
The aim is to determine the computer response time as well as the performance of the two languages
in terms of accuracy and convergence of the numerical solution. To run the simulations in Python,
an open source just-in-time (JIT) compiler called Numba was used and the same program was also run
as a macro in VBA. It was observed that the simulation response time significantly decreased in Python
when compared to VBA. This decrease in time was due to the increase in the total number of iterations
from 400 million to 250 billion for a given case. Results demonstrated that Python was 71–180 times
faster than VBA and, therefore, offers a better programming platform for the view factor analysis and
modelling of bifacial solar PV where computation time is a significant modelling challenge.

Keywords: building energy exchange; view factor; Python programming language; bifacial solar
photovoltaic (PV)

1. Introduction

Buildings consume a great deal of energy to maintain comfortable conditions within their
enclosures. The design of heating and cooling systems for buildings require a detailed assessment
of the temperature of the constituting envelope. Thus, the temperature of the walls, roofs, floors,
and glazing surfaces are required. Buildings within urban areas inevitably have radiative exchanges
with other buildings, sky, and ground. Radiation heat transfer has many applications within the
building services sector. Some of the building engineering applications of radiative exchange between
surfaces are:

• Ground and vertical walls or windows (Figure 1).
• A light-pipe illuminating the floor or desk spaces (Figure 2).
• Ground and sloping thermal or photovoltaic (PV) collectors.
• Canyon space in densely populated urban areas with radiative exchange between parallel walls

and/or windows.
• Radiative exchange between orthogonal walls and/or windows.
• Wet heating system’s radiator and indoor surface of the walls.
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Figure 1. Ground and vertical walls or windows.

Figure 2. A light-pipe illuminating floor or desk spaces.

In all the above applications’ computation of the radiation view factor is required. There have been
significant research studies related to energy transfer in building applications such as quantification
of available façade areas for installation of building integrated solar PV [1], determination of solar
heat gain for daylighting studies [2], theoretical modelling of the view factor to determine the diffused
components of solar irradiance [3], and predictive simulation tool to determine the radiance value of a
façade in the street canyon [4].

In this article, we have considered the radiative energy exchange of solar photovoltaic collectors
such as bifacial solar photovoltaics (PV), which is gaining popularity both for the field level and rooftop
building applications [5]. It is a promising technology that increases the production of electricity
per square meter of the PV module using light absorption from the albedo [6]. Bifacial solar cells
simultaneously collect photons from incident and albedo radiation reaching both the front side and the
back side of a solar module whereas traditional monofacial solar cells only collect photons reaching
the front side of the device. Cuevas et al. [7] showed that an increase of 50% in electric power
generation can be obtained by simultaneously collecting direct and albedo radiation from the rooftop
and surroundings around a module. Consequently, it was established that bifacial solar cells can
increase the power density of PV modules compared to mono-facial cells while reducing area-related
costs for PV systems [8]. Currently, there are two main challenges this technology is facing, which are
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(1) a lack of an adequate simulation tool that can help understand how the rear side of the PV interact
with the reflected sunlight and (2) how to make the technology bankable. The success of the technology
will depend on how well the bifacial PV is understood to the research community. Therefore, it would
be easier to make the technology commercially profitable. Hence, the need for developing a simulation
tool to understand the energy yield of bifacial solar PV is inevitable. There are different simulation
approaches to determine the ground reflected radiation that is incident upon tilted bifacial solar
photovoltaics (PV) such as the view factor model, the ray tracing model, and empirical modelling [9].
There has been ongoing research by various scientific communities. For instance, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories have developed and
compared the view factor model and the ray tracing model to evaluate the back-surface irradiance [10].
However, computation time remain an issue, which is still a modelling challenge that requires further
investigation. Conceptually, the back-surface irradiance is composed of direct irradiance, structure
reflected irradiance, sky diffused irradiance, and ground reflected irradiance. In this article, we have
followed the view factor modelling-based approach to evaluate the radiative energy transfer between
the ground (reflecting surface) and the bifacial solar PV (collecting surface).

The present research team had developed a computer code for view factor analysis using a
finite-element grid, which can handle an irregular horizon [11]. The software was developed based on
a numerical solution of the view factor integral within the Microsoft Excel-Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA) environment considering mono-facial solar PV collectors as an example. However, in this work,
an improved, simplified brute force algorithm is adopted to determine the view factor for uniform
surfaces by utilizing the finite element method (FEM). FEM is one of the most powerful tools for
analyzing energy exchange between surfaces. It can be applied for view factor (VF) evaluation. This
method is very robust and, yet, it may require excessive computer time. For finite element analysis,
the object-oriented computing environment is already proven to be efficient in various areas such
as Structural Engineering [12], Chemical Engineering, and Mathematics. In this article, we have
implemented the view factor (VF) code in VBA and the Python environment and have compared the
computation speed of the simulations in both platforms.

Python is chosen because it has already been accepted by the research community for its ease of use
and an open access user-friendly platform. Availability of the open source library has made it eligible
for numerous scientific applications such as power systems [13], energy analysis [14] mathematics,
and fluid dynamics [15]. VBA has also been deployed as a user-friendly tool in various applications
such as in heat transfer, in solar PV applications [16,17], and in the field of agriculture. For example,
a milk-producing dairy model was implemented in VBA to control the operation of the dairy farm,
which has a significant benefit to the farmers and researchers in the field. However, it takes seven days
to run the simulation [18]. Therefore, despite its effectiveness as a design tool, computation time has
always been an issue for VBA [19] whereas Python, which is a high-level, benchmark programming
language, can outperform VBA in terms of computation speed.

In this paper, we have compared the potentials of the simulation platform to develop the code
further for bifacial solar PV collectors. Two simulation platforms are used to quantify the amount
of ground reflected radiation received by the solar collectors. We focused on the modelling of
computationally intensive view factor analysis between reflecting (ground) and collecting (bifacial
solar PV) surface and determined the duration of simulation response time. The paper is organized as
follows. The concept of view factor modelling is briefly discussed in Section 2. Section 3 provides
the overview of the simulation model. The computation performance of two simulation platforms,
Python and Microsoft Excel-Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), is demonstrated in Section 4. We have
presented an application related to generation of solar PV electricity and its enhancement by using
reflective films placed near the horizon of PV modules. The object is to obtain a numerical procedure
for the radiative exchange between the foreground and PV modules. The technique can be applied to
a bifacial solar PV cell, which is an emerging technology. The novelty of this work is that we have
provided quantitative data that demonstrates faster convergence and accuracy offered by the Python
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software environment in the context of modelling bifacial solar PV’s energy yield where computation
time is a significant modelling challenge. Lastly, the paper ends with concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. View Factor Modelling Concept

In our work, we simulated the mathematical model of the radiation view factor as a discrete
model in the computing platform by applying finite element method. To understand the concept of
view factor modelling, let us consider two rectangular surfaces A1 and A2 with surface dimensions
a × b and c × b and Φ is the tilt angle between the surfaces (Figure 3a) and β = π − Φ. In radiative
heat transfer, the view factor can be defined as the proportion of irradiance, which leaves the emitting
surface A2 and strikes the receiving/collector surfaces A1 denoted by FA2−A1. From the mathematical
equation of the view factor [11], we may write:

FA2−A1 =
1
bc

∫ c

x1

∫ b

y1

∫ a

x2

∫ b

y2

x1x2 sin2β

π
[
x1

2 + x22 + 2x1x2 cosβ+ (y1 − y2)
2
]2 dy2dx2dy1dx1. (1)

 
 
                            
 
 
 
 
                            

           
 

(a)                                                     (b) 

Figure 3. Radiation view factor analysis: (a) Two rectangles with one common edge and (b) the
reflecting and receiving surface with uniform grids [11].

In the present work, Equation (1) has been used to compute the view factor for different geometries
of the receiving (solar collectors) and reflecting (ground) surface, which share a common edge. Both the
emitting and receiving surfaces are considered as uniform grids where all the cells within the surface
are of the same dimensions and aspect ratios (Figure 3b). The tilt angle between the two surfaces varied
from 30◦–150◦. The height of the receiving and emitting surface is denoted by ‘a’ and ‘c’, respectively,
and the common edge length is denoted by ‘b’.

One of the approaches to examine the solution of the discrete model is to observe the convergence
of the computed solution toward the analytical solution (if it exists) of the mathematical model.
This approach is known as verification. For our paper, the analytical solution provided by Feingold [20]
is considered as the benchmark solution for the purpose of verification. However, any physical
model when interpreted by a discrete model, the solution error, or computation error is an important
phenomenon that needs to be properly understood. For a uniform grid, the difference between the
analytical solution and the computed solution represents the error. In this case, we have set up the
finite element procedure to solve the problem repeatedly with uniform meshes designed to determine
the view factor and the error.

There are different adaptive finite element techniques available to estimate the error such as local
refinement or h-refinement, relocating or r-refinement, and locally varying the polynomial degree
known as p-refinement. For the purpose of verification of our model, an h-adaptive refinement
technique is applied where the h denotes the element size or resolution of the grid, which we used to
control the error. Decreasing h leads to reduction of the error. As h approaches zero, the numerical
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solution converges toward its analytical value. The error can be derived from Equation (2) where error
(Er) is a function of element size hi. VFex represents the analytical value of the view factor and VFhi is
the simulated value of the view factor at element size hi. C is an unknown constant with the leading
term hi

β and exponent β is the rate of convergence [21].

lim
hi=1,2,3,4.. →0

Er(hi) = VFex −VFhi ≈ Chi
β f or β > 0 (2)

If the condition h1
h2

= h2
h3

holds, Equation (2) can be further derived as:

VFex −VFh1

VFex −VFh2
=

hβ1
hβ2

and
VFex −VFh2

VFex −VFh3
=

hβ2
hβ3

(3)

The element size determines the number of iterations the simulation must run. The parameters
considered for view factor models are presented in Table 1 below.

Table 1. View factor modeling parameters.

Surface Dimensions (m) Element Size hi (m) Φ (◦)
a = 2 m, b = 1 m, c = 2 m 0.01 30
a = 1 m, b = 1 m, c = 1 m 0.008 60

a = 0.6 m, b = 1 m, c = 0.4 m 0.004 90
a = 0.4 m, b = 1 m, c = 0.6 m 0.002 120

a = 0.4 m, b = 0.4 m, c = 0.4 m —- 150

3. Overview of the Simulation Model

The numerical view factor model has been executed both in Python and VBA environments.
The simulation utilizes one of the most efficient Python libraries for numerically intensive computing
named Numba, which can be loaded by a program as the CPython interpreter. The code is written
based on Numba just-in-time (JIT) compiler, which creates a specialized loop in the machine code.
The just-in-time or @ JIT is a decorator that is utilized as a function. When this function is called, the
decorator analyzes the argument and creates a specialized version of the function [22]. This code is run
on the ‘nopython’ mode, which compiles the code without accessing the Python C-API (application
program interface). Python version 3.7 with Spyder integrated development environment (IDE) is used
for the simulation. On the other hand, VBA adopts the run time library of the Visual Basic, which is
compiled in a Microsoft packet code and the MS-Excel works as a host application that saves the code
in a separate file such as .xlsx or .xlsm. A machine hosted by Excel run the intermediate code and the
data is saved in a text file in XML format, which is readable by the user [23]. The simulations were run
on Intel®Core™ i7-7500U CPU @ 2.7 GHz-2.9 GHz Laptop.

Python and VBA both used a Microsoft Excel worksheet as an input and output file. The user
can enter the input parameters, run the simulation, and calculate the simulation response time as
well as observe the output, which is saved in an Excel file. Different simulation parameters can be set
such as the length and height of the surfaces. For example, referred to Figure 3b, the angle between
two surfaces sharing one common edge can be selected and varied for the same element size, hi.
The simulations were run at different resolutions of the element size defined as the iteration step in
the program, which is varied as: h1 = 0.01 m, h2 = 0.008 m, h3 = 0.004 m, and h4 = 0.002 m. This
iteration step defines the number of iterations the simulation needs to run, which can be calculated
from Equation (4).

Iteration size =
c
hi
× b

hi
× a

hi
× b

hi
(4)
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Thus, iteration ranges of the simulations vary from 4.00 × 108 to 2.50 × 1011. In this study, a brute
force problem-solving approach is applied within a mathematical equation of the view factor (given
by Equation (1) in Section 3), which aims to check all the possible interactions between the surfaces
using four nested loops bounded by the surface dimensions [24]. The program flow chart is presented
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flow chart of the simulation model.

4. Results and Discussion

The view factor simulation outputs are examined from different approaches, as explained below.

• The simulated view factor output is tested at different computation angles between collectors and
reflective surfaces to verify the numerical model with the existing analytical solution.

• The reduction in the percentage (%) error of the view factor output is evaluated with an increasing
number of iterations. An accuracy versus computation time dependency is shown in Section 4.2.

• Followed by Section 4.2, the convergence rate of the simulated output to the actual output is
examined to determine the type of convergence (linear/quadratic/cubic).

• Next, the computation time versus the number of iterations are tested for specific surface
dimensions to compare the improvement of the simulation response time in Python over VBA.

• Lastly, computation time variations with different surface dimensions are determined. Detailed
results and analysis are discussed in the following sections. All simulations parameters and
outputs are referred to Appendix A.
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4.1. View Factor at Different Computation Angles Between Two Surfaces

This section attempts to verify the proposed view factor model at different tilt angles between
the surfaces. The simulated results show a minor deviation from the existing analytical solutions.
It has been observed that view factors are considerably influenced by the angle between the surfaces,
as illustrated in Figure 5. Keeping the dimensions and iteration size constant, as the angle between two
surface increases, a significant decrease in the view factor from a 0.51 maximum value (for this study)
to the minimum value of 0.015 is observed. Parameters for this analysis are presented in Table 2 below.
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Figure 5. View factor at different angles between surfaces for a = 2 m, b = 1 m, and c = 1 m,
and hi = 0.01 m.

Table 2. View factor simulation parameters for element size hi = 0.01 m and number of
iterations = 4.0 × 108.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Element Size hi (m) Φ (◦) Analytical VF Simulated VF Error (%)

2 1 2 0.01 30 0.521308 0.513849 1.4
2 1 2 0.01 60 0.288274 0.281650 2.3
2 1 2 0.01 90 0.149300 0.145292 2.7
2 1 2 0.01 120 0.063248 0.061372 3.0
2 1 2 0.01 150 0.015415 0.014937 3.1

Table 2 illustrates that, for element size hi = 0.01 m, the percentage error varies from a minimum
1.4% to a maximum 3.1% depending on the value of angle Φ. The iteration size for this simulation is
set to 4.0 × 108. The next section presents, how this error can be further reduced by decreasing the
element size hi, which, in turn, increases the number of iterations.

4.2. Accuracy Versus the Number of Iterations

The accuracy of the view factor output significantly increased with the number of iterations the
simulation runs, which can be seen in Figure 6. Both Python and VBA achieved the same level of
accuracy. For surface dimensions: a = 2 m, b = 1 m, c = 2 m, andΦ = 120◦, the computation accuracy is
97% with 4.0 × 108 iterations. The numerical results approached the analytical solution at a maximum
accuracy of 99.4% for 2.5 × 1011 iterations. To gain this, the iteration size is to be increased by a factor
of 625. The simulation parameters for this study are outlined in Table 3 below.
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Figure 6. Accuracy versus the number of iterations for a = 2 m, b = 1 m and c = 2 m and Φ = 120◦.

Table 3. View factor simulation parameters at various element sizes.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Element Size,
hi (m)

Analytical VF Simulated VF Error (%)

2 1 2 120 0.01 0.063248 0.061372 3.0
2 1 2 120 0.008 0.063248 0.061743 2.4
2 1 2 120 0.004 0.063248 0.062491 1.2
2 1 2 120 0.002 0.063248 0.062868 0.59

4.3. Convergence to an Analytical Solution

The convergence performance of the view factor simulation to the analytical solutions are studied
by comparing the output between the highest: a = 2 m, b = 1 m, c = 2 m, Φ = 120◦ and the lowest:
a = 0.4 m, b = 1 m and c = 0.4 m, Φ = 120◦ surface dimensions. For the same number of iterations,
maximum accuracy achieved for Figure 7a was up to 99.4% whereas, for Figure 7b, the accuracy was
98.79%. Comparing both simulation responses, it can be inferred that, to reach the same level of
convergence, the element size needs to be further reduced for surface dimensions: a = 0.4 m, b = 1 m,
and c = 0.4 m; Φ = 120◦. In addition, the convergence type of the model is found to be linear with
the β value of approximately 1. The rate of convergence is derived from Equation (3) considering the
element size of 0.004 m and 0.002 m. Table 4 summarizes the results.
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Figure 7. (a). Convergence to an analytical solution for a = 2 m, b = 1 m, c = 2 m, and Φ = 120◦.
(b). Convergence to an analytical solution for a = 0.4 m, b = 1 m, c = 0.4 m, and Φ = 120◦.

Table 4. Convergence of the view factor output.

Surface Dimension
(m)

Analytical VF
Simulated VF
hi = 0.004 m

Simulated VF
hi = 0.002 m

Convergence Rate
(β)

a = 0.4, b = 1, c=0.4 0.111512 0.108828 0.110164 0.993564
a = 0.4, b = 1, c = 0.6 0.085512 0.083668 0.084586 0.993755
a = 0.6, b = 1, c = 0.4 0.128269 0.125502 0.126879 0.993238

a = 1, b = 1, c = 1 0.086615 0.085348 0.085979 0.994318
a = 2, b = 1, c = 2 0.063248 0.062491 0.062868 0.994294

4.4. Computation Time versus Number of Iterations

The preceding sections have shown, although both Python and VBA gained the same accuracy
with an increasing number of iterations, VBA simulation took more time than Python to reach the
same level of accuracy. Figure 8 presents the computation time in seconds for both programs. We see
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that Python took 3.52 s to run 4.0 × 108 iterations whereas VBA required 454 s. For all other iterations,
Python outperformed VBA in terms of computation speed, and it was about 129–180 times faster than
VBA. Simulation parameters for these computations can be found in Table 5.
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Figure 8. Computation time versus the number of iterations for a = 2 m, b = 1 m, and c = 1 m and Φ =
120◦.

Table 5. Simulation parameters for computation time at different element sizes.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Element Size hi (m)

2 1 2 120 0.01
2 1 2 120 0.008
2 1 2 120 0.004
2 1 2 120 0.002

4.5. Computation Time for Different Surface Dimensions

The view factor simulation response time increased with the increasing length and height of
surface dimensions. Table 6 summarizes results of computation time variations among different surface
dimensions. The results show, in VBA, the lowest computation time is 24 s for the surface dimensions:
a = 0.4 m, b = 1 m, and c = 0.4 m. This computation time increased by a factor of 19 for the maximum
dimension considered in the simulation: a = 2 m, b = 1 m, and c = 2 m. Nevertheless, Python appears
to be 71–129 times faster than VBA at a varying surface length and height.

Table 6. Computation time at different surface lengths and heights for Φ = 120◦ and hi = 0.01 m.

Surface Dimension
(m)

Element Size
(m)

Analytical VF Simulated VF
Time_Python

(s)
Time_VBA (s)

a = 0.4, b = 1, c = 0.4 0.01 0.111512 0.104891 0.34 24
a = 0.4, b = 1, c = 0.6 0.01 0.085512 0.080957 0.41 43
a = 0.6, b = 1, c = 0.4 0.01 0.128269 0.121436 0.45 43

a = 1, b = 1, c = 1 0.01 0.087615 0.083481 0.92 222
a = 2, b = 1, c = 2 0.01 0.063248 0.061372 3.52 454

A finite element computation of the view factor is a time critical application. The present view
factor model offers a quantitative computational advantage, i.e., grid surface non-uniformity can be
handled quite easily. Other advantages offered by this work are: (a) the view factor code is much faster
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for geometries encountered in most solar energy and building energy exchange applications, and (b)
the view factor approach allows for much shorter computation time, particularly if handled in the
Python environment. Note that implementation of other alternative method for instance, ray tracing
as a modelling tool is more complex compared to the view factor concept.

The computing performance not only depends on the type of computer used but also on the
simulation algorithm and its implementation platform, i.e., programming language. Though short
response time is one of the benchmark criteria of the performance efficiency, there are additional
performance matrixes, which can be achieved with fast computation speed. These include high
throughput, minimum utilization of resources [25], higher reliability [26], low power consumption,
scalability, and opportunity of performance tuning. For our study, one downside of VBA was that it
took about five consecutive days to run 250 billion iterations, which can have substantial damage on
computer health. Moreover, utilization of computer resources has been very high, which required lots
of power consumption. In addition to this, the scope of performance tuning in VBA is also limited,
which reduces the scalability of the number of iterations the simulation can run. In all these aspects,
Python can outperform VBA, which make it a suitable option for present day scientific and numeric
computing. The existing work demonstrates the benefits of using Python for view factor analysis for
solar PV applications, which is an improvement over our previous work where we used VBA for such
an analysis.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have computed the value of the radiation view factor to determine the reflected
solar irradiance reaching the rear side of the bifacial solar PV. We have verified the results with the
existing analytical solutions. In this scenario, we focus on the computing performance to examine the
improvement in computation speed of Python as compared to VBA. It has been shown that, Python
can be used more effectively than VBA for radiation view factor analysis between two surfaces. With
the utilization of an appropriate mathematical library, computation time was significantly reduced by
71–180 times for Python when compared with VBA. This improvement in computation speed not only
saves time, but also provides an optimized design tool for the research. An important finding of the
view factor simulation is that, as the element size of the finite element grid decreased, the computed
output converged to the analytical view factor value. Thus, the simulation accuracy could be achieved
up to 99.4% for the maximum number of iterations considered for this paper, i.e., 250 billion and
the response time of the simulation in Python and VBA was 1628.51 s and 292,714 s, respectively.
The application presently considered in this article are for relatively small areas of the reflecting
and the receiving surfaces. In an actual industrial environment where the designer will deal with
multi-gigawatt solar PV farms, that may employ enhanced reflections near the horizon. In that case, to
model such large-scale systems, the number of iterations the computer simulations have to run will
increase to the order of a few quadrillion or more. Therefore, the importance of faster code written in a
computation environment such as Python will be of great benefit to the PV system designers. Hence,
it is concluded that, Python can be utilized as a reliable simulation tool to develop the code further for
bifacial solar PV research.
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Appendix A View Factor Calculation Tables at Different Element Sizes

Table A1. View factor simulation data for element size hi = 0.01 m.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Iteration
Analytical

VF
Simulated

VF
Error
(%)

Time_VBA
(s)

Time_Python
(s)

2 1 2 30 4.0 × 108 0.521308 0.513849 1.4 415 2.77
2 1 2 60 4.0 × 108 0.288274 0.281650 2.3 410 2.75
2 1 2 90 4.0 × 108 0.149300 0.145292 2.7 408 2.87
2 1 2 120 4.0 × 108 0.063248 0.061372 3.0 454 2.74
2 1 2 150 4.0 × 108 0.015415 0.014937 3.1 410 2.80
1 1 1 90 1.0 × 108 0.200044 0.193529 3.3 143 0.87

0.4 1 0.4 120 1.6 × 107 0.111512 0.104891 5.9 24 0.34
1 1 1 120 1.0 × 108 0.087615 0.083481 3.6 222 0.92

0.6 1 0.4 120 2.4 × 107 0.128269 0.121436 5.3 43 0.45
0.4 1 0.6 120 2.4 × 107 0.085512 0.080957 5.3 43 0.41
0.4 1 0.6 30 2.4 × 107 0.518407 0.508234 2.0 44 0.38
0.6 1 0.4 30 2.4 × 107 0.777610 0.762351 2.0 35 0.39

Table A2. View factor simulation data for element size hi = 0.008 m.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Iteration
Analytical

VF
Simulated

VF
Error
(%)

Time_VBA
(s)

Time_Python
(s)

2 1 2 30 9.76 × 108 0.521308 0.515332 1.1 779 7.98
2 1 2 60 9.76 × 108 0.288274 0.282965 1.8 780 7.35
2 1 2 90 9.76 × 108 0.149300 0.146086 2.2 891 7.67
2 1 2 120 9.76 × 108 0.063248 0.061743 2.4 773 7.35
2 1 2 150 9.76 × 108 0.015415 0.015026 2.5 790 7.40
1 1 1 90 2.44 × 108 0.200044 0.194818 2.6 428 1.98

0.4 1 0.4 120 3.96 × 107 0.111512 0.106192 4.8 55 0.48
1 1 1 120 2.44 × 108 0.087615 0.084099 2.9 429 1.95

0.6 1 0.4 120 5.86 × 107 0.128269 0.122781 4.3 90 0.61
0.4 1 0.6 120 5.86 × 107 0.085512 0.081854 4.3 91 0.61
0.4 1 0.6 30 5.86 × 107 0.518407 0.510242 1.6 92 0.60
0.6 1 0.4 30 5.86 × 107 0.777610 0.765363 1.6 77 1.17

Table A3. View factor for element size hi = 0.004 m.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Iteration
Analytical

VF
Simulated

VF
Error
(%)

Time_VBA
(s)

Time_Python
(s)

2 1 2 30 1.56 × 1010 0.521308 0.518310 0.58 18971 111.14
2 1 2 60 1.56 × 1010 0.288274 0.285609 0.92 17010 110.85
2 1 2 90 1.56 × 1010 0.149300 0.147685 1.08 14997 110.8
2 1 2 120 1.56 × 1010 0.063248 0.062491 1.20 19407 110.78
2 1 2 150 1.56 × 1010 0.015415 0.015219 1.27 17493 110.79
1 1 1 90 3.90 × 109 0.200044 0.197415 1.31 7180 27.74

0.4 1 0.4 120 6.25 × 108 0.111512 0.108828 2.41 1120 4.55
1 1 1 120 3.90 × 109 0.087615 0.085348 1.46 4649 27.74

0.6 1 0.4 120 9.37 × 108 0.128269 0.125502 2.16 737 6.66
0.4 1 0.6 120 9.37 × 108 0.085512 0.083668 2.16 738 6.71
0.4 1 0.6 30 9.37 × 108 0.518407 0.514296 0.79 751 6.65
0.6 1 0.4 30 9.37 × 108 0.777610 0.771444 0.79 818 6.71
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Table A4. View factor for element size hi = 0.002 m.

a (m) b (m) c (m) Φ (◦) Iteration
Analytical

VF
Simulated

VF
Error
(%)

Time_VBA
(s)

Time_Python
(s)

2 1 2 30 2.50 × 1011 0.521308 0.519806 0.28 322099 1732.83
2 1 2 60 2.50 × 1011 0.288274 0.286939 0.46 257484 1726.24
2 1 2 90 2.50 × 1011 0.149300 0.148490 0.54 270788 1632.94
2 1 2 120 2.50 × 1011 0.063248 0.062868 0.59 292714 1628.51
2 1 2 150 2.50 × 1011 0.015415 0.015317 0.63 309316 1627.28
1 1 1 90 6.25 × 1010 0.200044 0.198725 0.65 74904 405.54

0.4 1 0.4 120 1.10 × 1010 0.111512 0.110164 1.20 23990 65.5
1 1 1 120 6.25 × 1010 0.087615 0.085979 0.73 78338 407.8

0.6 1 0.4 120 1.50 × 1010 0.128269 0.126879 1.08 73302 103.16
0.4 1 0.6 120 1.50 × 1010 0.085512 0.084586 1.082 70983 102.52
0.4 1 0.6 30 1.50 × 1010 0.518407 0.516343 0.39 45392 103.33
0.6 1 0.4 30 1.50 × 1010 0.777610 0.774515 0.39 31975 103.42
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